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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1694

Humphrey Says:

Is Best For This Country's Economy
Catholic Priest Claims
Memphis Fire Dept. Is
Using Him As Scapegoat

Dismissed Fireman Case
To Be Heard In Court
A Negro fireman's victory M
appealing his dismissal before
the three-man Civil Service
Commission last Thursday
ight was defeated last Friday
when the Memphis Fire De-

l

been for Red Roberts he would
have jumped on me, but he
wasn't fired," Carter said.
After hearing both sides, the
Commissioners sent all other
persons out of the hearing

The assistant pastor of St. whether he used the word In
kugustine Catholic church said describing the children who
About 20 minutes later the
last Thursday night that the turned in the false alarm beverdict in favor of the fireMemphis Fire Department was fore running away, the priest
man was rendered, and his felusing him as a scapegoat in its'said, that he did not recall
low workers rushed up to concase of the Negro fireman fir- having used the term. Howgratulate him.
ed for objecting to the use of ever, he did tell the man that
OBJECTED TO REMARK
the word "nigger" over the it was not "immoral" to use
Carter took the stand at the
the word.
Fire Department's radio.
hearing last Thursday and statFather Miro Weise said he Father Miro said since comed that on the night of the
DR. W. 0. SPEIGHT. SR. plans to file a complaint about ing to this area he has proincident which brought about
tested vigorously when others
the matter.
his dismissal his pumper went
use the term in his presence.
"I
was
issued
a
subpoena
to
to the call box, and when he
The assistant pastor of St.
come down there," he said,
saw Sam Crawford go up to
"and was kept in a smoke- Augustine said that members
the box and stand a while,
of,the parish have been "quite
filled room for several hours
he went over to see if the man
disturbed" about the report of
before I could get back to my
had broken his key.
his having used the racial
parish."
While he was standing there,
epithet.
Father Miro Weise was idenhe said he heard a Lt. B. W.
tified as the man that told Lt.)
Thandler of Station 12, state
B. W. Chandler at Fite Stationl
over the radio that "A white
No. 12 that he had seen ''two
man saw two little nigger boys
little nigger boys" run away
run down the alley," and he
from a call box near the parish
WILLIAM CARTER
told the man that he did not
on Walker, and whom the fireappreciate him using lb
Dr. William Oscar Speight, man said he was quotng when
,
'Wm
Dartment chose to make aropCarter said that a white Sr., a practicing physician for William C. Carter, a Negro
leal of its own &flier than fireman then approached him
43 years in Memphis, was fireman objected to kis using
re-employ the nine-year vet- and said, "what do you
The Memphis branch of the
mean
the racial insult.
eran.
NAACP will begin its fall
questioning the lieutenant?" buried today (Wednesday) aft- REFUSED TO RESIGN
for
held
Asst. City Atty. Arthur Shea and would have attacked him er final rites were
In firing the Negro fire- membership drive during a
said on Monday that the case had not one of the other fire- him in Emmanuel Episcopal fighter, the Fire
Department kick-off meeting to be held at
Father
vicar,
church
with
the
of William C. Carter of 1872 men stopped him.
accused him of having used Mt. Pisgah CME church at
officiating.
Atkins,
Cortez
J.
Netherwood, would be heard SUSPENDED SAME NIGHT
vile language in objecting to Park and Marechalneil on Sunnext in either Circuit Court He said he went back to the
Dr. Speight collapsed and the word, and having concluded dav. Oct. 4, at 4 P.m.
HUMPHREY AT RECEPTION
midnight
or Chancery Court.
station, and when he got up died shortly after
Following his speech near the Fairgrounds
greet him were Shelia and Sharon Malone.
by telling one of his Negro The guest speaker will be
1393
irt Memphis last Saturday, Senator Hubert
After hearing both sides of t 12 to stand his watch he Saturday in his home at
colleague's, "Come on and Rev. Robert L. Smith, chairThe twins were among the first 13 Negro
taking
after
the case on last Wednesday was told that a Capt. Doyle S. Parkway east
leave the prejudiced s. o. b. man of the Jackson, Miss., H. Humphrey, Democratic candidate for
students to enter previously albwhite schools
Movement for Freedom and
vice president of the United States and
and Thursday nights, the Civil had called and suspended him. a shower and while preparing ,alone."
in Memphis when desegregation of public
son,
shave,
according
to
his
to
Human
Dignity.
President Lyndon B. Johnson's running
Service Commission, which in- Carter is 36 years of age,
Carter was suspended later
schools began here with the first grade in
mate for November 3. was entertained at a
cludes Atty. A. Latting, Sam married and the father of two Dr. William 0. Speight, Jr. that night of Aug. 25, and was Rev. Smith was the first
the fall of 1961. Standing at left is Governor
children.
Negro
to
run
for
a
seat
in
the
Before
he
was emreception in Municipal auditorium, and
C. Britt and the chairman, Ed
Although Dr. Speight had fired by Fire Chief Eddie HamFrank G. Clement, who came to Memphis
among those coming through the line to
Hurley, set aside the dismis- ployed by the city, he had been in the hospital in March ilton when he subsequently re- U.S. Congress from Mississippi
for the rally. (Withers Photo)
worked
since
Reconstruction
Days.
as
a
fused
to
waiter.
sign
a
list
not
ill
of
for a check-up, he was
charges
sal. H. T. Lockard was the atDuring the meeting, the NAup until the time of his death against him.
torney for the fireman.
from an apparent heart at- Lt. Chandler later apolo- ACP which is traditionally
The charges stemmed from
gized for using the word, but non-partisan, will state its potack.
a near fight which came up
between the Negro and a white
A native of Battleboro, N. C., explained later that he was sion on the candidates.
fire company that answered a
he attended St. Augustine col- only quoting a white man who The organization is antiGoldwater, it has been refalse alarm on Walker avenue
lege and the medical school at called.
Asked by a Negro fireman vealed.
near St. Augustine church.
Shaw university in that state
Asked after the hearing if
before a group pulled out from
had been controversy bethe school and came to MemW ore about the use of the word,
S
phis to found and attend the
"nigger," the Negro firemen
University of West Tennessee
said that there had been, "but The acting director of the Medical school, now defunct.
this is the first time it has come Public Information Division for
Senator Hubert H. Hum- with them, and used the pow- gan to move again. Under
as far as the Civil Service Com- UNICEF at the United Nations WAS
phrey started his political er of his office to help them. Lyndon Johnson it will conAs IiNyl
ol
uZIRl
mission."
dS
'
nertC
03711ite set
Paul Edwards is scheduled to
speech for the vice presidency No one illustrated this better tinue. As independent and
The men said that whenever come to Memphis to address up practice in Morristown,
at the Fair Grounds here in than did Tennessee's own strong in spirit as Andrew
they had a grievance about the local chapter of the United Tenn., and was there for five
Two
Negroes
will
be
seeking Pickett. who has his office Memphis last Saturday night great gift to the presidency—
racial dicrimination, the com- Nations association, Wednes- years before returning to MemJackson, he has the same senseats
on
the
Shelby
Metro
County
in
the
Builders
office by urging the estimated 8,000 Andrew Jackson."
plaint got no further than the day (Sept. 30) at 8 p.m. at the phis to live and work.
eitivity for the people — all of
Quarterly
Court
in
the
Novemat
the
corner
of
WelBeale
and
audience to vote for all "The Jacksonian Era got the people."
first white officer to hear the Board of Education Audito- Dr. Speight was one of the
lington, is Secretary and treas- of the Democratic nomi- America moving in another
founders of Union Protective ber 3 election.
matter.
The vice presidential candirium, 2597 Avery Ave.
They
are
H.
T.
Lochard,
a
urer
of
the
Future
Insurance
nees. He praised Senator Al- day. The laboring man and
Life Insurance company and
clite said, "Our national econONE OF FIRST
The meeting is open to the served as vice president and prominent Memphis civil right Agency,
bert Gore as "one of the finest the farmer achieved their full
omy is growing. After three
Carter was one of the first public.
attorney, and 0. W. Pickett, INSURANCE OFFICERS
senators in the United States." and rightful place in the
medical director and continued
12 Negroes employed with the
UNICEF is concerned with in the offices until his son suc- officer of an insurance agency Picket is married to Mrs. He also plugged for George American democracy," Hum- recessions in eight years of
Republican management, the
Memphis Fire Department in health, welfare and education
and real estate broker.
Thelma G. Pickett a sixth Grider and Ross Bass as well phrey
continued.
1955. Before his discharge, ten of children throughout the ceeded him as medical direc- Lochard, who has practiced grade teacher at the Georgia
United States is now in its
as
local
candidates.
tor.
He
"The
same
remained a vice pres- law in Memphis
spirit, enterprise, longest sustained period of
of the 12 original Negro fire- world.
since coming Elementary school. They are Jimmy Wellford, a West Virand
trust
has
ident
of
the
characterized
firm.
men were still working at the Edwards is coming to Memgrowth in all our history. You
here in 1951, is making his de- the parents of one daughter,
station at the corner of Crump phis to point out the aims of He was a member of Alpha but as a candidate in the po- Miss Orrelia Pickett and live ginia folk-singer and guitarist, this democratic administration.
sang
several
campaign
songs.
Under
it
the
See HUMPHREY, Page!
Phi
Alpha
and
United
Sigma
States
Pi
bePhi litical arena, while Pickett is at 776 Neptune.
and Mississippi blvds.
the United Nations and proFrom a prepared speech,
Three of the men reported- mote the sale of UNICEF (Houle) fraternities. Top Hat a veteran in the field.
Atty. Lockard's wife is Mrs.
ly passed the examination re- greeting cards. He will also en- and Tails, Memphis and Shel- "This is my first race," Lock- Ida Mae Walker Lockard, an Humphrey said:
quired for promotion to the courage donations to the by County Medical Society, ard said, "but I have assisted official of Universal Life In- "I come to Memphis—and
to the South—to discuss with
rank of lieutenant, but after "Trick or Treat" program at Tennessee State Medical Asso- every Negro)hat has run for surance company.
ciation, American Medical As- office in the last 10 years."
Persons who generally vote you openly and frankly, the
nine years all remain privates. Halloween.
sociation, National Medical AsAtty. Lockard is a graduate for candidates in one party will human side of government. A
A number of white officers
A spokesman for the Memave commanded the group in phis chapter also revealed that sociation, Volunteer State of LeMoyne college and Line- be able to cast their ballots for democratic government is not
Medical Association and the oln University school of Law the two men regardless of the something set against the peoWhe past nine years.
Edwards will attempt to clear- Bluff City Medical Society,
An estimated 500 greeted the local Democratic nominees, city
Missouri. He is a native of Rip- party they support on the Im- ple. It is not an enemy. A
SEVERAL CHARGES
up certain published miscondemocratic government is a Democratic vice president can- officials and local politicians,
tional level this fall.
Called later into the office ceptions about the United Na- Dr. Speight was also a mem- lay. Tenn
part of the people — an ex- didate, Hubert Humphrey very who formed lines on either
ber of the Board of Trustee,
of Fire Chief Eddie Hamilton tions.
tension of them. You are -- warmly, at the Municipal Air- side of the plane's doorway,
for LeMoyne college, and senand asked to sign a list of
along with every other citizen port, last Saturday evening Humphrey moved slowly into
ior warden of the Vestry at
charges against him, Carter
in this land—a part of the when he arrived here for a the air terminal, shaking hands
Emmanuel Episcopal church.
said he refused. Hamilton, he
government of the United political address.
SURVIVORS
as he went along, securely surstated, then said, "I was going
States. It exists for you, be- Immediately after the Hap- rounded by police and sheriff
Aside from his son, he is
to give you a chance to resign,
cause of you, and is answer- py Warrior, Humphrey's cam- deputies.
survived by his wife, Mrs. Wilbut now I am going to fire
able to you.
paign Electra plane, came to
liam 0. Speight, Sr.; a daughyou."
In front of the. airport's front
"The temporary spokesman a stop, hundreds crowded
ter, Miss Marion 0. Speight
He was charged with conspoke
of the Republican part y around the plane to greet the entrance, Humphrey
head of the Department of
duct unbecoming a member of
briefly from an improvshed
preaches a different doctrine. vice presidential candidate.
Foreign Languages at Bethune.
the department, insubordinaTo him, government is a kind After a score of newspaper, platform, Immediately after a
tion, using vile and profane To accept or not to accept Cookman college, Daytona
high school band played "This
of foreign agent. 'Government radio, T.V. magazine and pholanguage, and not following Negro lawyers for member- Beach, Fla.; and a grandson.
Start Of Somes,' he says, 'The greatest tographers, deplaned first, Could Be The
the rules and regulations of ship is expected to be deter- William 0. Speight, III, a
Humphrey appeared in the thing Big."
threat to freedom.'
mined by the Memphis and sophomore at Yale university.
the department.
"I respect your judgment doorway of the plane and was He said that the American
Also a sister, Mrs. Selmer
Asked by one member of the Shelby County Bar Association
and' common sense more than greeted with a loud round of People are happy people —
Commission why he was the during its annual business Whitehead, Brattleboro, N. C.;
they want somebody to lead
that. Therefore, I will speak cheers and sign-waving.
two brothers, Wilbert Speight,
only person dismissed, Carter meeting, set for Oct. 8.
to you as a democrat—both
First to rush up the steps on them, not divide them. After
Negro lawyers have been Philadelphia, and Lenwood
said, "Well, my skin is a difbig 'D' and little 'D,'" Hums the plane to greet him with a urging the crowd t6 vote for
ferent color from the others. permitted use of the associa- Speight, Washington, D. C.,
phrey continued.
warm claps of hands was Sen- George Gricer, Democratic
•was fired because I was tion's law library in the court- and other relatives.
"Your government has pro- ator Albert Gore, who came nominee for congress from the
colored.
house. Also for the last several Interment was in Elmwood
gressed further and prospered to Memphis to participate in ninth district, he was whisked
ONLY ONE DISCIPLINED
years they have been privileg- , cemetery. T. H. Hayes and
to the Fair Grounds for his
most, when your President,the political rally.
"Youngblood was out of ed to vote in bar primaries tolSons Funeral Home was in
;I, is had not elect judges for vacancies,
T. LOCILARD
care for the people,i dentified' After shaking the hands of major speech.
*-1k-W. PICKET?
charge of final arrangements.1
MOM.

Dr. Speight
Practiced
43 Years

NA-

ACP's Fall
Rally Begins
At Mt. Pisgah

Il

U. N. Official
To Speak Here
This Wednesday

Seeking Seats On
Quarterly Court

Humphrey Points To Progress
In Tennessee While Urging
Voters To Work For Johnson

Humphrey Met At Airport In
Warm Reception By Memphians

Bar Association
To Consider
Negro Members

R.

n
rrovidence

"From livestock, $400-$500 ing to it on January 1, 1965,
million,
and incidentally you are going
"From other crops, $500 to to save $10 million in power
Coutiaued Preis Page 1
[costs the first year.
$700 million.
'
With characteristic incon"This adds up to nearly $2
know that, and also that your
sistency—to
put it most chariTennessee economy is sharing billion. But every dollar lost , tably
— Senator Goldwater
in it and setting new records. by a farmer is also one lost . thinks what is not good for
"Your non-agricultural em- by the merchant from whom
. ,you, is good for Arizona. Ap- ,
entire
ployment is at an all-time he
g
rently, Arizonians will not
' would lose closer to $4 billion.
34P8roNvidDe
church,
high.
be turned intoD
slaves byecatu
the
said Humphrey.
r., SE
St.,
t., plans
"Your retail sales have set: „One
expenditure
of
a
billion
fed- celebrate annual
out of five farmers--;
Woman's
new records.
250,000 of them—would have eral dollars on the Central!Day Sunday, Oct 4. Guest
'Your automobile sales are
Arizona
Irrigation
Project.
no income at all. They would
Ispeaker at n a.m, will be Mrs
at a record peak.
be driven out of farming. As "Our reply to this double Gussie P. Young, a member of
"In sales of fire insurance, Senator
that
standard
the
is
United
Avery Chapel AME church
Goldwater says they
in construction contracts, in would have to,
'Work for States is one nation. We are and wife of Rev. 0. Y. Young,
industrial power consumption,
somebody else,' or 'Become neither so poor nor so pro- pastor of. Calvary Baptist
and other economic indicators, mechanics.'
vincial that we have to rob church.
Tennessee is growing with the
"In addition to this the Peter in one area to pay Paul
During a 3 p.m. procram ttw
Nation.
high-tariff policies of the Re- in another,
guest speaker will be Mrs. Hat,
"Your agriculture is also a
President
'As
a
Johnson
as tie Jackson, a
publican platform would wreck
member of St
concern of the Nation. Your
d "W
t
t
lb , Andrew AME
our export markets, as similar
church and a
democratic administration this
Istrong
enough
to
wage
war; teacher at Riverview School
Republican policies did in the
year passed a cotton bill which 1920's.
This would not only we must be wise enough to She is the wife of Rev. If
was not only in the interest be disastrous
eInntd
iaeledi..ewae
aernsihuispt,Ralph, director of
to the economy
the AME
Ih
pra.evveenP
t reist.id
of your farmers. It also made of the south, but
Minimum Salary department.
also
to
our
possible an increase in wages,
with
courage
and
responsibiliof the AME church.
international balance of pay'ty, :Ind above all, a President Rev.
an increase in employment ments."
E. Paul Beavers is
and increased competitive pow'
who
would
not
reverse
the
pastor of the church.
"Senator Goldwater's prochain of command and pass the
er in your growing textile posals on
REA were adopted
and apparel industry.
buck of his constitutional re—to force rural electric co"The most important quessponsibility down to field
operatives to turn over proftion to you, however, is what
itable areas over to private grade level.
would result from the proposal
"We need a Commander-Incompanies, and pay higher Inby the temporary Republicon
Chief, not a Chief Buck-Passer,
terest rates for their loans—
.
,
snokesman for a 'Prompt and
the co-ops would have to
: Final' termination of all farm
"Men who are truly strong
charge prohibitive rates or go'
'price support programs. This
do not talk tough, nor advocate
out of business. Rural families
would bankrupt a quarter of
policies of bluff, belligerence
could go back to the kerosene
a million southern farmers
and brinksmanship. This is no
— (UPI) —
lamp.
I
understand
that
a
cerand cost the south' more than
time to play Russian Roulette Former Maj. Gen. Edwin
tain
department
store
in
Phoe$3 billion a year.
with a nuclear arsenal," said 1.
Walker, calling the War"In gross income, southern nix carrier a large supply.
the candidate.
"Senator
Goldwater
says
he
farmers would lose—from cot"We believe that tomorrow ten Commission report a
ton, $350 million—at 20 cents does not know anything about holds the promise of oppor- whitewash, said "there's
agriculture. His ignorance is
a pound.
tunity for all, peace for all, bound to have been
a plot" be"From tobacco $250 million indeed a fact, but it makes and justice for all. Ours is an tween Lee
Harvey Os-.-irld and
his proposals for agriculture
—at 42 cents a pound.
age which demands our best his convicted kil!er, Jack
not only a poor choice, but a
efforts, our finest thoughts, a "It's perfectly obvious Ruby.
that
dismal echo of the views of
determined spirit of unity, and there was enough relaticnship
Presidents Harding, Coolidge
all of our heart and courage," between Rubenstein and Oswaldiaik
and Hoover.
said Humphrey.
to prove there was a conspirailp
"Senator Goldwater offers
"Lyndon Johnson and the cy," Walker said.
another choice of importance
Democratic Party welcome Ruby's name was Rubenstein
to this region—to sell the TVA
that challenge, even as we until he had it legally changed
for one dollar, or to turn it '
pray to God for guidance," to Ruby years ago.
over to Congress and the pubsaid Humphrey.
Walker acceptcd the Warren
lic for disposition. Here, I take
Commission conclusion that it
it, he wants to make sure you
was Oswald who shot at and
elect a democratic congress as Know Your Negro History narrowly
missed him April
well as a democratic presi- In 1917, a Democratic candi- 1963 as he filled out income 10,
tax
dent, for this is the only se- , date for mayor of New York, returns.
rious answer to his proposals. John F. Hylan, recieved a He said last March the
corn"I said, in testimony before majority, for the first time, of cission report would hide the
a congressional committee in the colored vote.
true facts.
1945 — three years before I
went to the Senate. I have not
changed my mind on what I
said then about the TVA:
'TVA did not injure business, it created it. TVA did not
deny democratic rights, it gave
meaning to the term 'Democracy'. ..R iver development
has proven to be successful,
has proven to be democratic,
and has proven to be a creative force for business, labor,
and agriculture. It has brought
government on an economic
and political level close to the
People. It is the middle way
in a world that is now caught
between forces of the left and
to the right."
"Some people fear that after 30 years you take the TVA
for granted. I do not believe
that. Here in Shelby County
you fought hard to save yourselves from the Dixon-Yates
power grab, and indeed left
the TVA. But you are return.

To Celebrate
Women's Day

Walker Calls
Report On JFK
A 'Whitewash'

f

"Elk of the Tear" awards were presented to Bernard Creswell, second from left, of Lighthouse Lodge No. 9, Atlantic
City, N. J., and Mrs. Bertha Bragg, right of Columbia
Temple No. 422. Washington, D. C., at the annual Elk
Convention held recently in Miami, and making the
Presentation were Joseph "Scoop" Jones, left. and Norman
ay..,Oat..T. cox* ctn. ea.., —tee. eot...••

•••
N

W. Powell, second from right, of the seitgrAin Vanguard
Society. The Society is an independent non-profit organization which pays special recognition to men and
women who have been outstanding in the fields of athletics, fraternal affairs, education and the arts and
sciences.
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PLUS — LIONEL JEFFRIES, `TRIMSZSI—BLADE.'

Seagram takes the time to put
gin through a slow,costly process that
makes it not only extra dry, but also
extra smooth.
Extra good, not only in a Martini
but in any gin drink.

Seagram's
Extra Dr9

WHENEVER YOU PAUSE...ENJOY THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
DEADIAVSEISTILLII3 COMPS/No 55C DO MOOS DISTILLED 055 lIe DiSTILLID Fill AIRMAN
ODAS.
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180 Students Enter
Owen Freshman Class

'DOWN FRONT!
0'•••••••••••••••••••••••••4•••••
••••••••••••44

Owen college has the largest member of the faculty since
OVER -THE - BACK - fence- show on Beale Street or on a
!freshman enrollment of the 1955, returned from the Unirumors say that some of the city bus. Moms Mabley's show
siy of Indiana, where she
,history of the school, according
urch,
'studied
t for the Ph. D. degree
members of the Shelby Coun- is commercialized, repeated
Dean-Registrar
to
Thomas
I.
over and over. But on Beale
at- in Dbusiness
ns to
er
u heeducation.
ty Democratic Club who withWillard,
with
180
current
Street or the bus, It is unreprevious
lyyears
man's
at
drew and formed another po- hearsed, original, natural and
tending the two-year institu- Owen, she was instrumental in
Guest
litical organization are on the never repeated."
11015.
founding a chapter of the Fu• Mrs.
verge of returning to the fold PEOPLE ARE WONDERThe present enrollment is lure Business
Leaders of
•er of
302, Dean Willard revealed, America on the campus. She
of the Shelby County Demo- ING about the cute Negro
hurch
which is not an overall high for played a major role in changing
cratic club.
stewardess on the happy waroung,
,the school.
the name of the orgahization
SHELBY COUNTY DEMO- rior (Hubert Humphrey's
aptist
Dr. C. L. Dinkins, president to Phi Beta Lamda on the naCRATIC executive committee campaign plane). Well! She is
,of the college, reported that tional level.
chairman, James Irwin is deal- Miss Joan Dorsey of Flagstaff,
m the
lone person has been employed
Ahmed earned both the
ing exclusively with the top- a town in Northern Arizona
!,for the year, and another has bachelor and master's degrees
notchers in the Shelby Coun- with a population of 7,700.
of St
St.
'Ireturned
from
a
Louisiana State university
leave
one
year
at
ty Democratic club. This is The most famous thing about
nd a
'while working on a doctorate and served as assistant prothe extent of his dealing with the town is Miss Dorsey and
chool.
in business education,
fessor at Texas college at Tyler,
Negro Democrats. We are the Lowell Observatory locatv H
Nooruddin Syed Ahmed, a Texas, before coming to Lewondering about his "uncon- ed there. When Miss Dorsey
AME
native of Hyderabad, India,,Moyne.
cern" about other Democrats. was reminded that she comes
tment
• •
who was an associate professor l He belongs to the American
THE FAT MAN lives dan- from state of R. G. (Barry
of biology at LeMoyne cellege.Society of the Advancement of
gerously. Now he is being ac- Goldwater) she replied, "Yes.
rs is
last
year, has been appointedIScience, the American Society
cused of attempting to sell po- we have sonic Bad Goats
to teach biology at Owen.
of Biological Science and the
litical jobs.
there."
STUDIED FOR Ph.D.
American Society of Biology
SEVERAL CITIZENS'
Mrs. Donzaleigh Patterson, a Teachers.
GROUPS are discussing the
feasibility of establishing a
"shelter house" for dependent
children who are subjected to
being sent to Juvenile Court—
yet- are not guility of a crime.
NEW AT LeMOYNE
A MEMPHIS WOMAN was
Here are six of the new faculty and staff members at 1.e
caught in a traffic jam in
social science. Standing, left to right: Dr. Ned Donahoe,
Moyne College this year. Seated, left to right: John E.
Jackson, Miss., immediately
drama and English: Mrs. Lois Croon Streeter, receptionist,
NASHVILLE— A r -t i s t appear next season with the
NASHVILLE—A Fisk Uni- Paynter,social science; Mrs. Vera S. Clark. secretary in the
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1Morning View Women To Hear
Mr. Sugarinon, Erma Clanton

Galilee AME
Church Observes
Day will Cleo Neal. Mrs. Julia Leonard Women's Day

MEN'S DAY LEADERS
Pope, chairman; D. J. Thomas, co-chairman; B. F. Jones,
program chairman; Leonard Smith, pastor. Not shown are
Alfred Motlow, music director, and J. G. King, chairman.
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Christian Service
Club Members Plan
For Fall Season

COLLINS' OLDEST MEMBERS

If a

half century club were established at Collins Chapel
CME church for the men who had worshipped at the
historic church for at least 50 years, these six men, some
of whom have belonged there since Infancy, would qualify.
for their combined r Ar. at Collins Chapel totals 382 years.

From left, the men and the number of years they have
belonged to the church are Clarence E. Isabel, Sr., 59:
George T. Isabel, Sr.. 58; Leroy Davis, 75; Saul Isabel. 88:
Clarence Pope, 58, and James G. King, 52. (Billy Duncan
Photos).

Thomas are co-chairmen for
the observance. Other Men's
Day leaders are Leonard
Campbell, Atty. Ben F. Jones,
Clifford Stockton, J. G. King
and Alfred Motlow.
Men with the longest years
MEN'S DAY LEADERS. ;he Chtistian index for the of membership
in the church
COLLINS' OLDEST
Christian Methodist church,
will be honored on Men's Day.
Rev. William Smith is pastor
MEMBERS
During a special program to
Annual Men's Day will be 17e held at 4:30 p.m., the guest of the church.
observed at Collins Chapel speaker will be Rev. LawCME church Sunday. Oct. 4, rence F. Haygood, pastor of , Know Your Negro History
and the theme will be "Tall the Parkway Gardens PresbyThe Fifteenth Amendment
terian church.
Men For Tall Times."
to the U. S. Constitution proThe guest speaker for the The public is invited to
all vided that "the right of citimorning service will be Rev. services for the day.
zens of the United States to
M. L. Merriweather, editor of Cr,ric Pipe and D. J vote shall not be denied or
abridged by the Undee States
Automobile, Furniture
or by any State on account of
race, color, or previous condiSignature
tion of servitdue."
nwe le a r•o•on why peopl•
Ilk• to do lau•In•es with no. Y•u,
too, will Ilk• our courteous treatMAKE YOUR SPECIAL
meet and d•sir• to h•lp you.
"Open
Thursday end Friday
CHURCH PROGRAM
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
more meaningful with
Saturdays 9:00 to 1/00
OIXIF: FINANCE CO.
Beautiful
Horns Owned
hforn• Opont•il
HAMMOND ORGAN MUSIC
DIXIE
Arrange for
FINANCE COMPANY
a Hammond Organ
"We Ilk, to say y•s to your
t
s
loon requ•st"
Births
NE7,1° t°"et
Examined and Supervised Ity
th• Stat• D•partatent of
Ph. 272-1691 — 682-1653
Insuranc• and !linking.
Deaths
%us.\"ess
HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS
2 LOCATIONS
2184
Union Ave.
Church News
161 S. Maln, JA 7-8581
JSotIal
482 S. Perkins Ext.
152 Madison, JA 5-7611

CME Editor Will Speak For
Men Of Collins Chapel Church

NEED
CASH!
144:4

—Quick Loans—

Religious Talks
To Be Held At
V. Patrick Crier

Annual Woman's
start early Sunday, Oct. 4, at will introduce
the honorees
When Galilee AME church A new series of discussions*
a breakfast to be served from
during the morning service.
observed annual Women's Day, on religion are being held at the
7 to 9 am., at Morning View
Baptist church and the speak- The regular morning sermon last Sunday, Mrs. Aline John- Catholic Instruction Center at
er will be Mrs. Russell B. Sug- will be given by the pastor, son, a member of First Bap- St. Patrick's church at 333 Lintist Church in Barlett was a den Ave., at S. Fourth St., and
armon, Jr., with Mrs. Maxine Rev. J. J. Reynolds.
guest speaker at an afternoon everyone is welcome to attend.
A. Smith introducing her.
program.
During the breakfast, Mrs. Guest speaker during the
The meetings are held every
Wydis Mitchell will give a solo, afternoon service will be Miss Chairman of the celebration Monday at 7:30 p.m., and on
was Mrs. Theodia Thomas, Thursday at 10:30 a.m. and 8
and awards presented to oldest Erma Clanton, a member
of Mrs. Tens Presley
was vice P.m.
woman in the church by Mrs.
the faculty of Melrose High chairman. Mrs.
Rev. Alonzo McDonnell, the
Beatrice Brodschool and one of the city'slnax was the publicity chair- pastor, says the di,cussions are
outstanding speakers.
f man. Rev. Creed Ashurst is the being conducted in the interMss Clanton belongs to the church's pastor.
est of better religious understanding.
St. John Baptist church of
Vance Ave.
A fellowship hour will follow
Know Your Negro History
Mt. Sinai Baptist Church, the morning worship service.
Most famous of t 11 e Aegro
1887 S. Lauderdale St., has Mrs. Kathryn Dandridge is
combat troops in World War I
made arrangements to cele- chairman of Women's Day and
was the 389th Infantry, combrate the 17th pastorial anni- Mrs. Osie Matthews secretary.
Mrs. Inez Brooks of 1382 posed of volunteers from Ne.villb
versary of its pastor, Rev. L.L.
Dcwis
Ave.
has
returned
home
Laws. The celebration is set
York's Harlem. The unit was
after having attended the Wo- called Les Enfants
for Oct. 2 and 4th.
Perdus by
man's Convention Auxiliary the French soldiers because
A forerunner of the obserNational Baptist Convention, they fought with the French
vance is scheduled for Friday,
USA, Inc.
Oct. 2 at 7:30 p.m. Guest speakinstead of with their own army.
Speakin to the women at the
er will be Rev. 0. C. Collins,
meeting held in Cobo•Hall in
pastor of Progressive Baptist
1Detroit, was the Auxiliary
church.
'president,
Dr. Mary 0. Ross, of
On Sunday at 3 p.m. Rev.
R. W. Taylor, pastor of Zion Members of the Christian1Detroit. Her subject w a s
Service
club
"Christian
met
recently
Women in a Changat
Hill Baptist church, has been
Alt Colon end Coise
orn,.
.... aid
b,
:
li.u
rts:t L.no
C...v.,‘
engaged as guest speaker. the home of Mrs. Addle Merl- ing Society—Called, ConcernRepresentatives are expected weather of 332 Butler at., and ed, Committed."
from St. Peter's Rock Baptist made plans for the fall season.
church of Cleveland, Miss., The club was entertained Know Your Negro History
(NUM FURNITURE OEM
Neil., Peat, Cam.Tablet
and Hill Chapel Bcptist church. earlier in the home of Mrs. No Negro received the
ConChairman of the program is Ethel Webb and feted at a din- gressional Medal
lowest Pritos Arallebtst
of Honor in
VIIITE FOR FREE TATALOS
W.A. Smith. Vce chairman is ner.
World War I or II, but 35 in the ,
Allen Franklin. Mrs. Matelda Mrs. Bettie Dotson is presi- Army and eight
in the Navy re-ii SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
Hughes and Mrs. Edna Mat- dent of the club and Mrs. ceived the award
701 NIt..Nj. 5Iw5mt.b$m.,Lw.
from 1863 to
thews are publicity chairmen. Willie Ada Clark reporter.
Weaderwe 2,11.C. *Pone3,hem*
1898.

Mt. Sinai Church
To Celebrate 17th
Anniv. Of Pastor

Making plans for the annual men's Day program to be
presented nest Sunday. Oct. 4, at Collins Chapel CME
church are these members. From left, they are Clarence
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EVERYBODY'S
PLAYING
T.V. BINGO
'Tone in Channel 13 WHIP every Monday
Aro Friday and have fun playing T.V.
Bingo.' There is a new game etvery
week
and you q*r a FREE Bingo Card ifvery
time you check out at Big Star. S50.00
will be added to the Jackpot every day
• until there is a winner! T.V. Bingo Sponsors and their families are ineligible to
ploy T.V. Bingo.

•

MONDAY TFIR0 FRIDAY
11:00 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.

1
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SAVE 8f1

•

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
3T

CART HOME SAVINGS!

GO BY BUS
You are now reading
the newspaper most
people prefer for
information about the
American Negro.
Today and every day a complete coverage of
National and Local News about those things
of interest and concern to all Americans.

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT

AUTHORITY

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

Play Green TV Bingo
Cards Thru Oct. 2, 1964

•

Get your FREE Fairgrounds coupons at
Big Star. They are worth be on any
adult rids and 54 on any Kiddieland
Savo up a handful and have fun
with your Friends ot dm Fairgrounds!

Ride.

TAILORS

BHS
Tell your Neighbor or Friend
about the

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

INC.

JA 7-9320
Memphis, Teenage*
YOUR Company Mahn What Yoe Ask For And
Creatos Where Yoe Think Of'
241 Vance Ave.
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EYESORE ON WELLINGTON

HUMANS LIVE HERE

An appropriate spot for the President's Housing
Act of
1964 to begin is this building near the heart of Memphis,
where a family occupies rundown building near
Wellington and Linden. Building is typical of those in high crime
area. See story Page 121

Puzzling to the passerby Ia this enigma at
the corner of Wellington and Beale.
While progress Is evident all along the

block, this apartment building — two
rooms, straight back, continues to cumber
the horizon.

Lester You Are Crazy
,

STANDING LIKE GIBRALTAR

Efforts to have these houses on Wisconsin Court rased
have failed, while requests for housing projects on the
area have been promised, but not built. Acres of land
cleared under Urban Renewal act are located near by.
These houses continue to stand.
The Heart Of Atlanta Motel

U.S. Asks Court'filed suit July 2, the same day
the new law took effect. Ths
challenged the law oo
To Uphold Civil I suit
grounds that it deprived the motel owners of their rights of due
Rights Law
process of law under the fifth

amendment and
W A S H I N G T 0 N — to involuntary .it...jected them
By AL KUETTNER
servitude in vi
i With the cash register rang'
-.
ATLANTA — (UPI) — White restaurant opera:lug a merry tune in the back.,(UPI) — The governMent,!olation of the 13th Amendment.
in its first defense of the'ficMe government brief %peeltor Lester Maddox, who Closed one eating
place to , grounia — long lines curled'
il arguedwtitatthearlIthNeeygtrrov
ea:
avoid its integration, shoved four Negroes away
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new Civil Rights 1Law, regarYdleasrsg
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.
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—
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to
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.
porters following the incident:Oat any
discrimination by res-' be free from discrimination in
promptly
contempt
action
order
to
remove
all barriers to
"They'll kill me before they taurants or hotels wouid disI
in the Federal Court that hac
Editor's Note: The author of the following dis- but survived ..
force me to integrate my place." courage intersta.e travel by Nc, interstate travel.
. The dark stain 'previously ordered
not
him
to
their
car.
gilleS.
run my place the way I want
patch was in the Presidential motorcade when Presi- spreading down the suit of the
refuse to serve Negroes at his
The argument was put forth 'Hick' Cast?
dent Kennedy was shot in Dallas last November. He face-down Kennedy,
former restaurant, The Prick- to." he told them.
by the Justice Department in
later received the 1961 Pulitzer Prize in journalism
Feminine Logic
answering a challenge filed by Except for New
For weeks!seldom slept for The Negroes departed from are 'ark' one of the Negnies
York-born.
for national reporting for his eye-witness coverage of There was
The Hear. Of Atlanta Motel.
as
no effective opiate. the Lester Maddox cafeteria,
Frances Bavier, all the princiMaddaa pushed and Eydie Gorme, who apears on
The
brief
did
direct.
the tragedy,
not
more than an tour at a time. owohoIcibotehresto
refer
pal
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on
"The Andy
otpeeneed
atioags p'
alocelocaaftl,
Hollywood
"rhe
e ;sidtmalk,them
to row
t h e Alt('
20 feetbodily
from his
, At the White House, I discov•
Pdttrre" Saturday. Sept. 28, is Iv to another case In which a Griffith Show" come from
By MERRIMAN SMITH
three
judge
court
Binningin
'e-ed Secret Service agents who closing The Pickriek, following, term entrance.
towns
of
less
20,000 poput
than
often asked about the strange
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
ham, ruled that the law was,
- had been on duty in the motor. a heated but brief altercation: Standing
spelling of her first name.
beneath
large
a
sign
Reading the Warren Commis- hearing
unconstitutiona
in troubled sleeo thow cade were suffe.ing the same with the white man.
' that reads, "this light turned, "My name is really Edith restaurants l as it applies to
sion report on President Ken- three
which served only
sharp
I.11.1", Madi'ox yelled at am: everybody called
Maddox — wearing a Gold- , out
me local customers.
nedy's assassination was like Texas Staterifle shots from the sYmPta ms• • • •
Back When
hook depository
the Negroes:
water for Presicent button
'Edie'" she says,
ripping the banda,;e from a building—Me
But Justice Deportment law
scream of sirens This awful nightmarish peni- was standing in his doorway "Yeah,
I'm
s:ill-fresh wound.
crazy
—
crazy'
'But
transferring
that
a
to
yers obviously had that case. Burton Benjamin, executive
. . . The skidding stop in the od passed eventually, but it when the Revs. Albert Dunn,
want my business. program somehow always came brought by the oNneri of 011ie's producer of "World War I" andOr staring into an awful hospital driveway . . . browncomes back again
occasionally.
disgrame," Dunn, out 'Eddie.'
fixed that by Drive-In Restourant of Birmingl "The Twentieth Century," was;
nightmare being played back bubbles coming .com the chest 1 And now the Warren Report. Charles Wells, George Willis
and Woodrow Lewis arrived. told the white man as the Nc' giving it
feminine ham, In mind when they drafted, a sports writer kr the Laded
in painful slow motion on a mot- wound of Gov. John Connally' Dear God, may I never
dream
toward spelling."
tied gray screen.
the brief filed.
Press in 1939.
of Texas who was also shot' again, at least, not this dream.
It was almost a hypnotic ex- -perienee for one who was ridIng along Elm Street in Dallas
in the fourth car behind the
President when he was shot—
the hypnosis of re-living through
the report's 888 pages a dreadful but still historic happening.
WASHINGTON — (LTD — FBI Director J. EdA group of my UPI colleagues
and I have been closeted on gar Hoover says that the riots which erupted in sevthe seventh floor of the Na. eral communities this summer were
not racial. but
tional Press Building now for
most of three days, studying the result of growing contempt of young Americans
the report line by line and for law and order
Akriting a massive layout of Hoover reached his conclusion
1111vis stories.
in a special report to President ly instigated these riots
though
Skimming through the report Johnson on the
outbreaks in its members were observed,
for the fi:st tine when we
received it from the White nige communities. Johnson taking part in some ..." the
House early last Friday morn- promptly ordered the FBI and report said.
ing, I found myself reading U.S. Army to sep up training It added that "adult troubleof local law enforcement agenhungrily.
makers" atm triggered the
cies in ri•A control tactics,
riots, and that "the mob vioI was soaking up hundreds-not The FM
chief said the riots violence
tiny details that I knew for the represented
was dominated by the
a "nenseless attack acts of
youths ranging in age
first time; not particularly im- on all constituted
authority with. up to their
middle twenties."
portant things but such aspects out purpose or
object."
of the case as the pin-point
Hoover said the participation
He
said
agerey's
his
inyestiof
medical record and the way
young persons indicated "an
ordinarily stable persons gave gation r:iowed the violence was increasing breakdown across
organized
not
ty
any
single the nation in respect for law and,
widely divergent accounts of
,how many shots were fired, individual or group such as the the rights of other people to be ,
Communist
party.
secure in their person and their
what Mrs. Kennedy did immediately after her husband was "None of the nine occurenees property."
hit (she isn't quite sure) and was a race riot in the accepted Johnson asked the FBI earlier,
the thin-lipped city officials meaning of the phrase," said this month to investigate the
who did not want to release the Hoover. "They were not riots riots to determine whether there
President's body without an au- of Negroes against whites or was any organized pattern. The
whites against Negroes. And outbreaks occurred in New York
topsy.
they were not direct outgrowth City; Rochester, N.Y.; Jersey,
Then in more earefol re read-.of conventionala civil rights
pro- City, N.J.; Elizabeth, N.J.;'
g, the raw drama began to test."
Paterson- N.J.; Dixmoor, IL;
merge :more clearly — the
arped mind of Lee Harvey "The Communist Party .. . Philadelphia; Seaside, Ore., and
Oswald, the assassin, and the does not appear to have official- Hampton Beach, N.H.
sleazy, crawling nature of Jack
Ruby, the strip-joint loudmouth
who exploded into permanent,
prominence of an evil sort by!
killing Oswald in the Dallas
city jail
While examining the dry lan-1
guage of reports on the Kenne.
dy autopsy performed after his
body was returned to Washington, I felt an uneasy chill of
remembrance.
When the Kennedy car stopped at the emergency entrance
of Parkland Hospital that sunny afternoon, I ran to the side
of the vehicle. The President
was face down on the back seat,
inert and by all practical measurements, dead at that moment.
* • *
Mrs. Kennedy cradled her
arms aroun:: his bead and I
rcported at the time she seemed
be whispering to him. From
Warren Commission, I
learned she was saying. "I
love you, Jack." But he didn't
hear her. He had heard nothing
since Oswald's second bullet
blew away part of his head.
The autopsy said vhe head
, wound measured Eve inches at
its greatest diameter.
• • •
L S
CALORIES
As we pored over the report
in these recent hours, I recalled
how the impact of the assassination, the flight home on The
HI Nen—.111 Ready far In:mediate Delirery At HcrIf's Vast Affordable Prices
White House plane with the
new .President, and then the
moving funeral — how all of
these things did not crash down
upon me unti: later.
After the funeral, I di egged
home, pulled off my formel
in the J.S. Govt. .1spected
clothes and MI !no bed. There
she
an night fter man*
kitchens of the
,st horrible dreams I have
—
I
ever endured.
l Over a period of weeks—perlaps months.for I lost count—
Not a night passed without
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Riots
On Contempt For Law
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Can't Co Home Again

SERVIIII 1,160,000 NEGROEf IN THE TRI.STATE AREA

Erratic Goldwater
In his campaign swing through
the South, Sen. Barry Goldwater
told the people what kind of a
Chief Executive he would make
if he is elected to the Presidency.
This was no world-shaking news
either to the folk in Dixie or to
the inhabitants of the other sections of the country.
The Senator has not minced
words in giving a definition of
his stand on crucial issues since
his acceptance speech at San
Francisco. One highly pronounced characteristic of the
Republican Presidential candidate is his continual shift of
position on some of the views
he has espoused.
He was proceeding with full
steam on the high seas of "extremism" until he found himself
floundering on the rock of his
own party. Since the GOP summit conclave at Hershey, Pa.,
we have heard not a mumbling
word on "extremism" from Goldwater.
He has been obliged to softpedal a social ideology he propounded in words that he was
at great pains to define or explain. He has backed away from
the suggestion that would permit the military to decide on the
time and place for using the Abomb.
One never knows what phase
Or segment of his celluloid paradise program is going to be
shaved off or transformed from
one day to the next. Even his
most devoted followers have
difficulty keeping up with the
great messiah from Arizona.
At stops in North Carolina,

Georgia and Florida, Goldwater
championed the states' right
cause, attacked the Supreme
Court and told his hearers that
the GOP is now the party which
embodies the beliefs of their
fathers.
He didn't take time to spell
out the beliefs. It wasn't necessary, because the South knew
well what he meant. First of all,
states' rights is a convenient euphemism for racial segregation.
This is the only aspect of the
Goldwater philosophy which
has not undergone drastic surgery.
His anti-civil rights posture
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has remained unchanged from
the moment he cast his vote
against passage of the bill to this
day. This consistency is borne
out of a searing conviction that
Negroes are sub-human and are,
therefore, not entitled to first
class citizenship.
He attacks the Supreme Court
saying that it was time to swing
back to "constitutional interpretations in favor of the public,"
and Said that the next President
By HARRY GOLDEN
should keep that in mind when
-making judicial appointments.
In truth, Goldwater hates the
court because it is under this
Out of Lakemont, Ga., comes
WARD LONGSTREET's atgreat liberal tribunal that Nethe message of the Georgia Free
tempts at poetry. I realize that
groes have achieved their most
Press, a mimeographed one-page
it is always the fear a black man
significant social gains since
.pamphlet edited by EDWARD
will marry a white bride. It is
emancipation. If elected to the
LONGSTREET. Longstreet as I
always, "Do you want your cisPresidency, the Senator would
remember was the general who
ter to marry a Negro?", never.
pack the court with enough men
understood too well or not at all
"Do you want your brother to
of his mental twist to overturn
what Robert E. Lee was asking
marry a colored girl?"
the court's important decisions.
him to do at Gettysburg.
Why is it they cannot grant
Should this happen, America,
His namesake, at any rate, EDthe Negro male the sense of reconce more, would be plunged inWARD mails his messages to the
ognition that maybe he, too, will
to the dark nights of civil war.
clergymen of America. The pamfind the colored girl attractive?
phlet is in poetry. All the senWould that not be a natural protences in the paragraphs rhyme,
cedure? Why should the white
though I hesitate to say these
man have found her so desirable
communiques are living literaacross the past three centuries
ture.
and assume the Negro man will
". .. The Black Man will acnot find his own women equally
cep! the White Man's aid, but
desirable?
still resent the mind that saw
Certainly if we could but ask
it made: because he knows the
the segregationist to consider
White Man in his heart, does acthis 'proposal, we would forthwhich is motivated by his highcept the Blacks for equal part
with improve not only race reer education.
As long as Blacks think such
lations, but the condition of poHis increasing ability to find
about the whites, the Blacks
etry.
employment according to his pocan't be content with Civil
Over that same 25 years I have
tential and qualifications will
Richt:, until they have the big
never heard Negroes discuss the
eventually disassociate the behope on their slate: 'Complete
probability of intermarrying
lief that he is inherently dirty,
consent for Black and White to
with white girls. I have heard
shiftless, irresponsible, loud,
mate.' So therefore Reverend Sir
Negroes discuss and demand the
biosterous, etc.
will you decide, if you will Join
right to vote, I have heard them
a Black groom tos White Bride?"
He is accused of catering to
voice hopes their children won't
and promoting illegtimacy. MatOver the past 25 years I must
have to aspire to working on a
ter of fact slave-holders fostered
have debated and discussed this
garbage truck as the ultimate
illegtimacy
question with scores of segregaamong
Negroes
in ambition, I have heard them
when they used Negro men and
tionists: how prevent intermarpray their daughter will not be
women as breeders and when he
riage? How prevent the mongreexploited, but I have never heard
(the white man) fathered chillization of the white race?
them express the hope for interdren by Negro women.
It wasn't until I read EDmarriage.
Ironically, the Negro is helping the creators of the American Frankenstein to destroy that
Frankenstein — and remove
every vestige of his 350 years of
destruction from this country.
Negroes do not look back on
their miserable past with hate
or bitterness. They learned great
patience during that reign of terror. They developed an almost
mysterious love for the soil of
America which was wetted with
their sweat, tears and blood.
lutinnunininiminoffiromumutoumillionnimimmumunmioninuntl By Al.. DUCKETT
They gave of their physical
strength to till the fields and
build cities. They give of their
gregationists. Heavens, no! In
Southern newspapera, please
spiritual strength to keep alive
take notice.
fact, they said they were in favChristianity. And they gave their
lives to keep America free from
or of integration. My, yes! Only
Dear old Dixie now has all the
an invasion from without.
thing they want is to mainone
ammunition it could ever want
tain the old system of "neighborPresently. Negroes are ento continue its resistance against
hood schools."
gaged in destroying that Frankintegrated education for black
enstein which stalked this free
Well, you see, "neighborhood
and white kids.
land too long, causing racial
schools" means Jim Crow schools
Northern segregationists in
hate. They are destroying the
because there are so many Jim
liberal New York City succeedFrankenstein without destroyCrow neighborhoods in liberal
ed in pulling off a massive boying the land — without attemptNew York City — the place
cott to oppose the plans of the
ing to destroy his creators —
Jackie Robinson calla "up
city's Board of Education for inwithout hate.
South."
tegration of New York's schools.
Down with Frankenstein.
They didn't say they were segNo, these white parents who

lOnly In America,

Longstreet Of Georgia

Notwithstanding
by Thaddeus T. Stokes
DOWN WITH FRANKENSTEIN!
Many, many years ago, a
Frankenstein was created in
America. As a matter of fact it
was back in 1614 that a group
of interprising Americans, in collaboration with a Puerto Rican,
Englishman, Dutchmen and African chiefs, created and brought
to American that Frankenstein
which was known as slavery,
Africans were trapped, enslaved,
herded into inadequately supplied ships and brought to these
shores.
The African slave-Frankenstein was unlike the "student of
physiology" in the story about
Mrs. Shelley's romance, in which
a monster was constructed and
given life devoid of ability to
think, act and react beyond
wishes of his creator. However,
as the story is told, the sub-human "Frankenstein inflicted the
most dreadful retribution upon
his creator."
Here is where the Frankenstein in the story about Mrs.
Shelley and the Frankenstein
created and brought to America
differs.
The Frankenstein a-la America is not attempting to destroy
his creators — rather he is simply destroying those inimical
boundaries in which his creators
Incased him.
Today the American Negro —
direct descandant of the African
slave — is freeding himself of
that inhumane incasement.
Through higher education he
Is freeing himself of generations
of ignorance to which he was
subjected.
He seeks to become cultured

Know
The
Negro

Boycott Up South

"Home," someone once said,
and three other Negroes were
"Is a place you can go to when
murdered in circumstances somethere's nowhere else to go."
what similar to the murders
of
Let me tell You the story of a
the infamous Goodman-ChaneyMississippi girl. She is 23 years
Schwerner cue. When their bulold. Her name is Annie and she
let-ridden bodies were
found,
can't go home again.
there was no national publicity.
They were only Negroes.
She is one of the displaced
In Mississippi, the life of a Nepersons in the battle for human
gro is dirt cheap. Annie
dignity, a fugitive who became
knows
that if Goodman and Schwerner
a fugitive in the cause of freehad been Negroes as Chaney
dom,
was, the country might never
She didn't murder anyone.
have known their deaths ocurShe didn't steal. She did nothing
red.
more immoral than to stand up
in her Mississippi community
Annie could tell that her turn
was coming soon. She was
and raise her voice in protest
against the conditions under
threatened and harassed. A sister who resembles her was the
which her people are forced to
live. She is guilty of the crime
constant object of surveillance
and veiled threats. Right now,
of volunteering to work for civil
Annie knows that the rest of her
rights.
family, back home, is still subIn Mississippi, that is a crime.
jected to the nerve-racking busiAnd Annie, who made the misness of hate-filled looks and
take of believing that the Decwords, the knowledge that any
laration of Independence, Bill of
one of them could be mysteriousRights, Constitution and Civil
ly struck down — or mysteriousRights Bill apply to Mississippi,
ly disappear.
was soon to recognize that fact.
What's worse — from past exBut before she realized the
perience — they all know that
Star-Spangled Banner and Oath
the government, state or federof Allegiance are meaningless in
al,
would do nothing about it.
Mississippi, Annie protested. She
For all they know, white law enprotested against the fact that
forcement officers could be ingovernment-sponsored factories
volved in helping the murderers
offer whites jobs at $60 to $70 a
or assailants.
week — and segregate Negroes
And when it happens, people
whom they hire. Many Negroes
like former Atty. Gen. Robert
cannot get jobs in these factories.
Kennedy tell the country the
So they work for eight to ten
national government has no jurdollars a week, caring for white
isdiction.
peoples' homes and children.
Annie can't understand how
Annie thought it was wrong
they can free Klansmen who
that discrimination and segregashoot down a Negro colonel. She
tion could be practised in a faccan't understand how, despite
tory which, in part, owes its
the President's statement that
existence to the tax dollars of
arrests were imminent in the
black as well as white citizens.
Meridian murders, nothing has
She said so — out loud.
happened. Annie understands
Annie saw young, married
one thing. She can't go home
couples, forced to live in single
again. Actually, since Mississiphouses built to accommodate one
pi is her home, Annie has no
family — as many as sixteen
home.
couples occupying such facilities.
Thor* aro too many Annies in
She saw some of these same peothis land where the fru and
ple fired from their stingy little
brave cannot be safe. Perhaps,
jobs because they attempted to
some day, the American people
register. She protested against
will rise up and demand that
that too.
their government do something
Early this year. Annie's uncle
about it. Maybe!
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WASHINGTON
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Negro In Cabinet?
WASHINGTON — One report
in Washington deals with President Johnson's determination to
place a Negro in the Cabinet
should he win the election in
November. The late President
Kennedy sought unsuccessfully
to get congressional approval for
a Department of Urban Affairs
with the thought that Robert C.
Weaver, a Negro and outstanding expert on housing, would be
named secretary with a seat in
the Cabinet.
At the Democratic National
Convention, the platform pledged
a drive to create such a department to administer community
And regional development, ur-

with the interests of cities and
their residents.
Johnson can be expected to
push for such a department if
he is returned to the White
House.
Even should Congress refuse
again, however, he is determined, according to current reports,
to elevating Weaver to Cabinet
level. To do this, he may name
Weaver secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare. The
present secretary, Anthony J.
Celebreeze, would be offered a
federal judgeship.

kept their kids out of school are
not anti-Negro. Only some of
their kids are and I give you
three gues4ee where they learned to he prejudiced.
New York POST reporter
Heywood Gould told the story of
how, during the boycott, an
eight-year-old pulled at a newspaperman's sleeve and said: "I
know why we're out of school.

It's because everybody's having
trouble with the coloreds."
He's got a good head-start on
bigotry, hasn't he. Wonder how
much more hate these childrens'
parents taught them the day they
kept them out of school in
Brooklyn and Queens. By the
way, the same day, peaceful
school integration was taking
place in Jackson, Miu. .
Yeti figure it.

ban renewal, mass transit and
other federal matters dealing
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Lecture Series Honor
Miss Alma C. Hanson

brig Go-Round
By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson

II I▪ II III •011 II II 111
I bid . . . you bid . . . she bids ,.. we pass . . . you pass
•.Dummy! And that is the way it went last week when
good friends got together and renewed friendships for that
first club meeting!
AFO-OFA MEMBERS OPENED their club season with
perfect attendance .. . as club member, RUTH BEAUCHAM
raced back after seeing her sister, MARTELL TRIGG off
for school at University of Tennessee In Knoxville where
she is the recipient of a $1500 fellowship where she will
study for her doctorate in Sociology.
Hostess ROSA A. ROBINSON entertained at her charming residence on Englewood serving a delicious baked ham
plate which was enjoyed by all. Her lovely prizes of household linens were won by MESDAMES MARIAN GIBSON,
first; SALLIE BARTHOLOMEW, second; and LEOLA GILLIAM, third. Other members are: MESDAMES ALMA
BOOTH, JUANITA BRINICLEY, LILLIAN CAMPBELL,
AGUSTA CASH, HARRIET DAVIS, MILDRED JORDAN,
WALTERINE OUTLAW and ETHEL TARPLEY, . .

JUST LIKE THE WORDS
Just like the words in a song — "Time Can Do So Much."
to a person. Eddie "Ed" Adams holds a photograph made
36 years ago when he was the chief cook at a local hotel.
At extreme right is Adams when he was lust 27. (Photo
by Ernest Withers)
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The Alma C. Hanson Mem- Dr. Vance speaks Oct, 8 on
orial Lectures will be inaugu- "The Breakthrough in t h e
rated at LeMoyne College on South."
Thursday and Friday of next His subject on Oct. 9, is ''The
week, Oct. 8-9, when the Changing Image of the South."
,peaker will be Dr. Rupert B.. Other scholars scheduled to
Vance, professor of sociology appear in the series are Dr.
at University of North Caro-,Thomas F. Pettigrew, associlina.
late professor of social psyco'Harvard University,
There will be a series of five logy at
Nov. 1,,-.:-.-;
li Dr. W. Tate Whit.
lectures and all will be given man
professor of education at
In the Alumni Room of the
George
o
Hollis F. Price Library. The Teachers,Peabody college for
Mar. 25-26, and Dr
lectures will start at 8 pas!. and -e
I,
wey
W.
Grantham
Jr.,
prowill be open to the pubhe.
Theme of the series is The fessor: of history at Vanderbilt
.'--- University May 6-7.
hanging South: Perspectives
The series
' memorializes Miss
and Challenges."
Hanson, longtime treasurer •
Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, pro- and business manager
at Lefessor of history at LeMoyne, Moyne, who died two
years
is coordinating the series.
ago. She was 78.
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Car Catches Fire In
Presidential Parade

*2r

WHAT'S BETTER THAN ONE BOY? 5 OF THEM!

The 1964 Edition of the Al- night
corn Braves gave a good ac- Smith Reed was the big gun
,count of themselves in the in Alcorn's attack. He
Maracaibo, Venezuela, is boasting because it has the world's
ripped only
'Grambling College stadium
all-male
PRIZES OF SILVER HOLLOWARE were the inspiration PROVIDENCE, R.I. — (UPI) President "must go to the peo- but gave way in the end to a the Grambling line almost at described themqunitupletii. Efren Priotli, the proud fr.ther,
saying, "They are like little bulls." Seven
will
for the brilliant bridge playing of COTILLION Club mem- — An automobile in his motor- ple," but that "measures must much heavier Grambling Tiger after including a 63-yard TD days older than the Fischer quinis
taking a short pass.
of Aberdeen, S.D., the
cade burst into flames as Presi- be sought to afford security"
bers last week when hostess LULA W. WILSON entertained dent Lyndon Johnson campaign- while he
is performing these but not before the Grambling Grambling executed two late Prieto boys celebrated their first birthday Sept. 7. The children are (top 14) Mario and Fernando: (bottom 1-r) Robin.
in her beautiful and spacious home on Netherwood. A warm ed here in one of the wildest functions. It called for closer fans had some anxious mo- touchdowns on a six-yard
son, Otto and Alan Jose. (UPI Telephoto)
glow fell over the atmosphere as lit tapers in silver candela- crowd scenes in his political ca- liaison between the FBI and the ments.
mash by Dyer and a zig-zagg- —
bra adorned the lace covered table from which the guests reer.
Secret Service and a drastic The Grambling Tigers ca-ling 68-yard run by Leroy Cartwere served buffet style. The main dish was broiled chicken The blaze erupted in a car overhaul of the services "pro- vorted like an irritated rhino er•
... and for desert. . . pineapple upside down cake served only two cars behind the Pres. tective research section" among in the second period Saturday i Alcorn hacked out 309 yards
motorcade moved other measures.
night to grind out a 32-14 vicHin total offense to 208
with rainbow sherbert. Floral decorations completed the ident as his
for
slowly through surging crowds In his campaign appearance tory over stubborn Alcorn'Grambling and racked
up a
picture.
the
Providence
on
downtown
in
here, Johnson lambasted "the A&M.
115-12 first down advantage,
,M
Lucky at bridge were Mesdames TINEY CHAMBLISS, start of a 15-hour campaign faction that. temporarily leads With Eddie Robinson, Jr., but Tiger
elegance and defense
first prize; IDA ADAMS, second prize; and CORA SMITH, swing through five New England the Republican party" and he zooming the sky-path and Mike stamina prevented
a heavy
incident,I said voters face a choice in No- Howell running the attack with registration on the touchdown
third prim Other members present were: Mesdames RUBY states.
vember of keeping a "responsi- authority, the Tigers were en- totalizer.
JACKSON, CELESTE HAMLER, FLOYE JOHNSON, BEA- In another, unrelated
Sen. Paul II. Douglas applauded the efforts of di
before the car ble government" or changing to tire!)
, too ruthless and had too
TRICE JOHNSON, ETHEL WATKINS, MARY ROBERTS, about 25 minutes
teen-age
fire, police seized two
State
abroad
reckless
"that
is
one
Representatives Abner J. Mikva and Robert E. w
and
much
cohesion
for
the
Braves'
LARCENIA CAIN, LOUISE SHIVERS, and MAGGIE COLEyouths and a girl atop the
,,'alliott le ssan.reatt who bludered in the cumberMann to achieve a fair and equitable
MAN.
Hotel over•
reapportionsome traffic.
• • •
met of the State Legislature.
looking the motorcade route,
.
Big
Dyer,
Henry
a
225-pound
•
FASHIONABLY DRESSED MEMBERS AND GUESTS
three were released after DOn't Play P011tICS
"We made the fight in the U.S. Senate to
line sizzler who kept the visiI
prevent'
gathered at the beautiful modern residence of LOUISE WARD they convinced police they ba
hepeople who are opposed to
(UPI)—dt
tors
from
spacing
their
—
YEOVIL
England
defense;
y
gone
roo
;
on Castalia Street as she entertained the DEVOUE BRIDGE
DURBAN, South Africa — fair apportionment from clocing
wide,
too
and
GrimGoldie
Sellers
party
Liberal
Jo
leader
CLUB with a party. It was truly a lively occasion as so many better view of the President. ond, scheduled to arrive here provided the offensive dyna- .(UPI) — A Zula woman whose the door to a legislature repre- return to the affluent State a
The two incidents occurred
Illinois. Almost to a man, the
rare blood group is shared with isenting people rather than cows, 'Disposab
of the city's most skilled hands at bridge competed for the only hours after the Warren by helicopter for election cam- mite,
les,
many outstanding prizes offered by the hostess. Graciously Commission which investigated'Paigning, will have to find a Dyer scored on a two-yard a Philadelphia woman and ver trees or acres," said Senator ideas on state expressed their
government by
o
'
D
few
uglas.
others has given birth to'
assisting her mother was MRS. UTILLUS PHILLIPS, JR.
„
sponsoring and
the assassination of President Place to land other than the loc. buck before Robinson and Sel"I commend Ab Mikva and Bob to prohibit the supporting a bill
lers supplemented the mobile a girl'
A delectable menu was served and prepared in the usual Kennedy made public its report al sportsfield.
United Natiobs
elegant manner by Mrs. Eulille Holmes, consisting of Chicken that the nation's chief execu- Officials said the sportsfield cavalry with a 56-yard scoring The mother is Mrs. Chri.stabel ' Mann to the people of Illinois flag from being flown on public
1 because even though we are sue- buildings.
pass.
conSellers
on
thetwon
raced
given
eight
tor
.
was
yards
attention
more
pay
should
tive
Sikwe,
from
the
village of Biz-,
breast gourmet and mushrooms; individual congealed salad;
eessful in Washington, it will "Almost to a man, the
Idition that k not be used for or the third TD and wowed the ana in Pondoland
'E'spinach scuffle; hot rolls: and for dessert, Venetian tarts to security restrictions.
;take legislators of their persua• pendahles' refused
pressbox with his fireshod
either gambling or politics.
t
comndssio'
h
e
said
n
The
to support a
.Recently, another A f r i c a n sion to help put ir.to effect
and coffee. The hors 'd'ouerves included olives, cheese surdefensive PlaY.
such
minimum
wage
Illinois,
law
for
oman ot Inc same oo group, reapportionment.
prise and shrimp canapes. Holding forth at the well stocked
increased appropriations for the
Alcorn's all conference full!
. Mrs. Josephine Shabalaia
bar was the hostess's husband, TAYLOR WARD.
of. Senator Douglas spoke at the Human Relations Commission or
back. Smith Reed, Craig Walk- Johannesburg, donated
a
Pint
er, and company ripped Gram- or blood in
Open House of the political head. Pity other measure which would.
Walking off with the top prizes were LEOLA GILLIAM
readiness for the .quarters which
1 bling's big line for 18 first birth
Mikva and Mann permit Illinois government to
and MYRTLE WHITE who won first club prize and first
of a child to Mrs. Amelia ,have
opened at 5300 South fulfill the needs and aspirations
downs
while the line was hold-[Hutson of
guest prize, respectively. Other members winning were MESPhiladelphia.
;Blackstone, Chicago. Mikva is of our people."
ing Grambling's .back to 10.;
,
DAMES SALLIE BARTHOLMEW, second, LEOLA GAM- For 36 years he worked at a store now. From there he went
However, two long passes,a 1 A supply of
- the blood has to seeking his fifth term to the 11- "The 118 Resistibles' invented
MON, third, and EDITH THORNTON, fourth. Guest prize trade he loves, said Eddie "Ed" to work as a cook at another fumbled
kick-off, and some be on hand because babies 1 orn limns House, and Mann is seek- Goldwaterism and they are
winners: MESDAMES ADDIE JONES, second, LILLIAN Adams. who was head cook at Hotel. After working there missed tackles in the open[to mothers in the group can be-ling his second.
mud of it. To all of them, the
at local hotel from 1926 until about three weeks — On field gave Grambling three come anemic, then jaundiced.', Representatives
CAMPBELL, third and ROSA ROBINSON, fourth.
'good old days 'means something
Mikva
and
September,
1926 he was em- touchdowns they should never and die unless blood transfus- Mann blistered the
Other members present were Mesdames ELIZABETH 1962.
Republican prior to the 12th Century. I am.
ions can be given immediately candidates for the Ill i n o i s convinced that Senator Gold'
SIMON, GRACE YOUNG, IDA JAMESON, IRIS HARRIS, Adams said he always want- ployed as second cook at an- have had.
hotel.
other
Coach Casem is perhaps, after birth.
[House on their "outlandish phil- water refused to sail out of ta:
ESTALYN ROSS, and VICTORIA HANCOCK. Guests were, ed to be a cook. "When I was
Adams, no doubt, would wondering what might
harbor on his vacation yacht be:.
have The blood group contaIns a osophy of government,"
Mesdames ALTHEA PRICE, LOUISE WHITTAKER, FRANC- a very small boy living in the
hotel
employed
at
still
the
be
be
factor
known as the "Shabalala their unwillingness to live in cause he was afraid he would,
ES HAYES, CALL1E STEVENS, ALMA BOOTH, MARIAN country out from Clarksdale, had not a fire broke out at the been had not these few misoff the edge of the world,"
fall
named after Mrs. ShaGIBSON, HARRIET DAVIS, ETHEL TARPLEY, WALT- Miss., I fell in love with the hotel Feb. 28, 1962. During the takes happened but be that as factor,"who was the first worn- this century. Mikva ridiculed Ihicva continued.
it may, the '64 Braves will be balafa'
the campaign slogan of the Reuniform worn by cooks. At
ERINE.OUTLAW, CHARLESTEEN MILES, BERNARDLNE that
time I didn't even know fire, Adams rushed out of the heard from before the season an in the world discovered tolitiblicans as the 118 "responHOLMES, RUBY JACKSON, CLEO PHILLIPS and KATHE- what those white uniforms rep- hot kitchen into the cold wea- closes and some other confer- have the factor in her blood. ; sibles."
Light Of Life
RINE THORNTON.
pn
ricseesf.oes are in for some sur"They are responsible for
resented. But I liked them. I ther. He became ill with a e
his
cold.
physician
He
went
to
'bringing
state
government
to Paintings need light to live.
would see cooks on trains with
THE ELITE SOCIAL AND LITERARY CLUB was en- these uniforms as they passed for a "check-up." It was dis- Eddie Johnson, Theodore Dropped In For Lunch the verge of extinction by their When hung or storm in darkcovered, after a series of tests, Price, Luther Morris,
unwillingness to meet any of ness the colors lose their vitalitertained by hostess MAUDDEAN SEWARD at her Alston by near my home."
a n d EDINBURGH,
Scotland — the problems the state should ty and the varnish blackens.
that he was suffering from a
Avenue residence.
When Adams left his Missis- kidney malfunction. He was Henry Harper anchored a line (UPI) — A friendly seal named be facing and by their unwil- Paintings hidden from the
MRS. J. H. MICKLE, vice-president presided in lieu of sippi home at the age of 23, hospitalized at Crump for two for the heavier Grambling line Magnus flopped over the fiveilingness to accept the basic con- Nazis during World War II had
all night and opened big holes
the president, MISS MARTELLE TRIGG, who is on leave he came to Memphis. His first months.
for Reed, Walker, and Pickens. foot wall of his zoo compound,cept of a democracy — that one to be removed from their
of absence for study this year. Also its initial meeting of the job was as a dish-washer at After being released from
into the neighbring pool of two,mr.n has one vote," said Mikva, crates. One such painting was
Until he was hurt, big and
polar bears and was promptly; "Almost to a man, thy 'Irre- glued to the ceiling of a
season, members exchanged notes on the various vacation the New York Cafe, across the the hospital, he returned to strong Eddie
Johnson
was
the eaten zoo officials have report.,sponsibles' precipitated a
Mont m a rtre,
b H worked two weeks• big
• man on
rte restaurant in
trips taken during the summer. Mentos or souvenirs gathered street from the One-Minute his job.
defense.
He
is
the
Restaurant on Beale St. Both "But I felt to weak to do the
ed.
'lief crisis which saw breadlines Paris.
by individuals on their trips were displayed and discussed.
Braves
candidate
for
All
Am
of them are no longer in exis- work. So I took my doctor's
•- erican and he was just that toHighlight of the evening was the travelog and filmstrips tence.
advice and retired," explained
—
exhibited by MRS. FLARENCE F. BOLDEN, guest speaker He worked at the New York Adams, who is 63.
for the meeting, who accompanied the group sponsored by Cafe eight months. In the Adams and his wife. Isabel!,
the Y.W.C.A. on the trip to the New York World's Fair this meantime he learned to cook, whom he married here in
summer. A very interesting report was given which was en- The manager told him he was Memphis in 1938, live at 515 The popularity of gold jewelry
joyed by all of the ladies, many of whom likewise traveled to efficient to remain a dish- Pontotoc Ave.
continues uabated because of,
washer.
Adams said "If ever I seek the elegance and richness of
to the Fair during their vacations.
After that Adams went to another job, it will be as a karat gold, the Jewelry Industry
The hostess served a very tasty menu prepared in a most work at another Cafe at the cook.
That is all I have ever
attractive manner. Members present were: Mesdames H. S. corner of Second St. and Mad- done in my life. And I love Council reports.
Many of the new creations are
COLLINS, SR., A. HUNNICUTT, L. W. JONES, M. J. OWENS, ison Ave., where there is a it."
made in 18 or 20 karat yellow
L. H. TWIGG, T. H. WATKINS, G. W. WEST, and E. W.
gold, giving them a much softer
WILSON.
and finer look. The different fin• • •
ishes, too, are continuing in
THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
popularity among gold pieces.
These include matt, Florenwas the attractive settmg for the initial meeting of the PHYLtine, polished and brushed.
LIS WHEATLEY club, when hostess ISABELLE GREENWhat's new: a nugget or pebbled
LEE entertained in her usual gracious manner. The table in
the dining area was beautifully decorated and laden with
Miss Mable Leake, daughter from Hernando's Central High
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Leake, school and served as president
very delicious food.
Barge In On Bash
Following the business session the ladies played several of Hernando, Miss., was mar- of the 4-H club.
DURANGO, Colo. —(UPI)—
literary games, and held a lively discussion of summer va- ried to Robert Mitchell of Ath- WEDDING GUESTS
never know how many to
Ga., on Saturday after- Present
the weeding were You
cation trips. Prizes for winners in the literary games were ens,
for
noon, Sept. 12, in the home of the bride's
brother, Thomas expect for a free Party.
given the following guests: MISS A. HOWARD, MRS. ELLEN her parents.
Officials had planned a free
SMITH, MRS. WILLETTE HUMPHREY, MRS. JENNTE TAR- Officiating at the ceremony Mitchell; a sister and brother- barbecue for 5,000 at the dedi- Firemen of Montgomery, Ili. inspects wreck_hiring 43 persons. Back train acrried about
PLEY, MRS. PHYLLIS WRIGHT. CLUB prize was won by was Rev. R.W. Cooper of Mem- in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel cation of the Abroles Recrea- age of Rock Island RR Golden State and
216 passengers. The Rock Island train was
Sims and son, all of Athens,
Evon
pastor
Springs
and
of
phis
MISS EMMA CRITTENDEN. MRS. PHYLLIS WRIGHT retion Area at Lake Navajo in Burlington RR's Kansas City Zephyr (right)
using the Burlington's tracks because a
Ga.
Baptist church.
Colorado. But engines. The two crack pasenger trains
Southwestern
ceived a prize for "best vacation talk."
bridge was out on its line. (UPI Telephoto)
The groom is the son of Mr. Other out-of-town guests
crash. d head killing four crewmen and in.
;7'5°° showed up.
Mrs. Robert Mitchell of were Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
LES CHERES AMIES BRIDGE CLUB met at the beau- and
,,....—
Athens, Ga., and the bride is Mrs. Estella Wilkerson,Leake.
Mrs' MOM
tiful home of MRS. LARCENIA CAIN on Effie Road with the grandaughter of Mrs. Vic-,Velma S erman,rs. Caroline
Broadie, Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
MRS. WINFREY FRANKLIN serving as hostess. Business toria Leake of Ilernando.
of importance was planning for payment of a lifetime mem- The bride was graduated last Moss, Mrs. Esther Cleaves, Mr.
June from Mississippi Voca- and Mrs. Ed Oliver, Mrs. Madbership with the NAACP.
aline Burton, Mrs. Finnie
A very elaborate menu was served along with cock- tional college at Ina Bena, Mounter, Mrs. Luella MerlMiss., where she belonged to
tails ... barmaid . • . club member Franklin of course. Guests Delta
Pi and Gamma Eta, was weather, Mrs. R. W. Cooper,
were MRS. ADDIE JONES and MRS. CALLIE L. STEVENS. a member of the college band and Mrs. Maso Brantly, all of
Handsome bathroom ensembles were the club prizes and the advisory' board of the Memphis.
which went to Mrs. Ethel Isabel 1st, LORRAINE BRISTER, Student Union.
The couple left for Athens,
A biology major, she was a Ga., where the bride will teach
second, and MISS OPHELIA VAN PELT, third. Guest prize
delegate to the 1983 national at Barney Harris High school
was won by MRS. ADDIE JONES.
Club members present were MISS MARTHA FLOWERS, meeting of Tau Delta Sigma at and the groom will enter the
University of Georgia for his
Arizona State college.
MESDAMES EMALYN ALLEN MYLES, GLADYS DEWITT, Mrs. Mitchell was graduated sophomore year.
ALMA HOLT. MARIDELLE ADAMS, BERNICE HARRIS.
MEMBERS OF JUGS. MC already have bigger and 1,ORF.S LEWIS.
more fabulous plans under way for their eleventh annual
An impressive array of edibles and potables had its place
living Ads Charity Ball, scheduled for Friday night, March in the happy first session of the fall for this group of co5, 1965.
horts.
Pretty, personable SARAH CHANDLER, new president
The regular monthly meeting of the LeMoyne Club will
of the club, welcomed in her lovely Quinn Street home last be held this Sunday, Oct. 4, at 5 p.m. in the Alumni Room of
week, the bevy of renown young matrons, attending are the Hollis F. Price Library.
her behest ...ANNE NELSON, GERRI LITTLE, NEDRA
MRS. ANN L WEATHERS, president, said reports will
SMITH, RESTER MILLER, JOSEPHINE BRIDGES, PEARL he given on plans for an alumni play in November and a
YOUTH SERVICE BOWLING LEAGUE
GORDON MARIE BRADFORD, HELEN COOKE and DO- dance during the Christ/nee holidayi..„
The young bowlers are wearing their new bowling shirts
supplied by sponsors of the league.
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FALL SOCIAL SEASON
' Many thanks to friends who
The fall season has started responded in some way,
a turn of activities, with foot- OFF TO COLLEGE
11 in full swing and church Many of the young people
d club work on the march. C have gone off to school. Some to
Morning Star's youth held Lane, to Owen, to State and to
Twenty-four youngsters aftheir annual young people's day Knoxville. Congratulations and
filiated with Youth Service
observance with Miss Carolyn best wishes for them all.
have been organized into a
Fly delivering the main ad- Rev. and Mrs. Vance redress. Miss Fly is a freshman ceived a card from their grandbowling league which is being
at A and I State University, daughter, Renee Poussaint who
sponsored by a group of lawand the daughter of Mr. and spent one year here at Stigall.
yers and physicians (who wish
Mrs. David Fly. She proved She has been attending the
to remain anonymous) New
herself capable of the responsi- Sarah Lawrence School for
Frontier Citizen Band Radio
bility. Miss Carol Midget was girls in upper state Bronxville,
club, and Nat Burning Packchairman of the day.
ing company.
New York, and after spending
Two of the city's matrons a year in a French Dormitory
Director of the group is Foswere guest speakers for Wom- at the school, was selected to do
ter Adams. The boys, ages 10
en's Days last Sunda y, Mrs. her studing this year in France.
through 17, bowl at Roll-AJewell Ridley spoke at the Zion She sailed in September, and
Way Lanes every Wednesday
Hill Methodist church and Mrs. will return to the states at the
afternoon.
John H. Mathis spoke for the end of the term. She is the
Before
sponsorers
were
Home Baptist church in Jack- daughter of Mr. Christofer
found for the league, Adams
son, Tenn. Both gave reports and Mrs. Bobbie Vance PousPaid the boys' howling fees
of success in their efforts.
saint.
out of his personal funds.
Alia AND GARDEN
Attending Lane are the folThe league's bowling shirts
11111the Gloxinia Art and Gar- lowingArthur Gillespie, Morris Descendants of Lout Gray and Alice Harris Gray are shown as they attendand Mrs. Lout (tray. at Brunswick, Tenn. More than 100 relatives and
were supplied by the Nat
den club celebrated its 9th Paul Fair, Mrs. Barbara Stew- ed a family homecoming and reunion In their honor recently at the resifriends took part in the festivities which included the reading of the history Burning Company,
as well as
anniversary with a flower,art, Mrs. Mary Bond Johnson, dence of another descendant, Mrs. Sallie Beloate, a daughter of the late Mr.
ot the family tree. Four generations of immediate family were represented. bowling fees.
show and tea, at the Stigall Chas. Mitchell and Dorothy
Adams started Sept I as a
High school. Mrs. Olga Bask-'Gentry. To A and I State goes
counselor with Youth Service.
erville secretary of the club Mr. Chas. Gillespie.
He replaced George Holmes
and chairman of the tea, wel-ITRIP TO ST. LOUIS
who resigned to accept a teachcorned the guests and directed Mr. and Mrs. Marion Croom
ing jot, in tlie local public
them to the delicious punchMotored to St. Louis to enter
•
school system.
and cookies prepared by Mrs. their daughter, Jennette in the,
The league has two presiNell Bryson, chairman of the Homer G. Phillips hospital..
9
dents. One is Arlandus Sesbey,
social committee and her mem- Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Gentry aca 16-year-old 1 1 th grader at
bers.
companied by Mr. Dorrington GRAY FAMILY REUNION
on to his posterity, for in the Mrs. Ernest Brazzle, J. S.
Washington high school. The
Outstanding flowers both Reid also motored to St. Louis A cool, shady, spacious lawn Ii rst generation of his off- Mebane, principal of Brunsother is 13-year-old Clarence
real and artificial, as well as to enter their daughter, Dor- at the intersection of Highway springs there were one mini- wick School; Prescott Fisher, Miss Mary Rose Rodgers,t
Mercherson, a sixth grader at
a table full of ceramics were othy Ann. Both young ladies 70 and Brunswick Road pro. ster, and three teachers, one principal of Springhill School; one of the outstanding songsGeorgia Ave. School.
arranged for view.
finished Stigall in May.
Ivided the "just right" setting of whom was present for the Mrs. A. T. Williams, and Prof. tresses in West Tennessee, will,
Mrs. Olie Ruth Farmer had Mrs. Estell Hornbeak of for the recent gathering of the reunion, the hostess, Mrs. Sal- W. I, Trotter, both of whom , he presented in a recital
spon-1..
charge of the finance, and Memphis spent a few days Grays and Harrises in a family lie R. Beloate. The oldest de- taught many of the Grays; sored by the Young
People's
standing over a large white with her friends the Vances, reunion at the home of Mrs. scendant present was Mrs. Mrs. Sarah Ball, and Solomon society of Brownsville,
Tenn.,'
cake presented by the presi- While here she was entertained Sallie R. Beloate, a retired Julia Edwards, a niece.
Westbrooks.
on Friday night at 8:15. The
dent, Mrs. W. S. Vance, she with a dinner in the homes of school teacher and one of the
In the second generation
Following the program, a ' church is located on Jefferson.
asked each member to bring Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Tuggle in first offsprings of Loui Gray
Since completing her college
the donations they had while Jackson and Miss Lila North- and Alice Harris Gray in there were two physicians, one hearty repeast was served by work as a music major
at Fisk
)
,A e lit a candle in their honor, cross here. Mrs. McKelvey of whose commemoration the af- veterinarian, one social work- Mrs. Beloate's nieces and re- university, she has
given reer, one nurse, two stenograph- latives and friends dispersed
,
t was a nice affair in spite'Jackson was guest also at both fair was held.
Mrs. Mary C. Collier will be
citals
in
several
cities
and
was
ers, three cosmetologists, one to chat with one another, and
v the many ways different'places. Both hostesses served The event took
the guest speaker on Sunday
place with barber, one landscaping engi- to take many lasting memories acclaimed by all who heard her.
members had to go for the day.'delicious menus.
afternoon at 4 p.m. when memIn March of this year she
approximately fifty of Lout neer, one merchant and six- with their cameras.
bers of the Story Memorial
Metropolitan Opera, and aland Alice's offsprings present, teen teachers, ten of whom
CME church observe annual
though she did not win she was
ranging in age from 97 years were present for the occasion.
Men and Women's Day at Mt.
was invited to audition for the
to three months.
Second generation members
Olive CME Cathedral.
invited to participate again
Prayer was offered and a present included: Theodosia
The guest speaker is a membrief program was rendered Graves, Washington, D. C., Rev. and Mrs. S. A. Lawson next spring. Mrs. Watkins
ber of the Melrose High school
with Ernest Brazzle, Shelby Daniel Skelton, Wichita, Kan- will be honored by members Overton, president of the Beetfaculty, a national officer of
County Agricultural Agent, sas, Priscilla Gray Smith, Ed- of the Independent Baptist hoven club, said she was proud
Delta Sigma Theta sorority
to have Miss Rodgers as a repMISS
MA
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.— The May 1963 when Dr. Clarence and family friend, serving as ward C. Gray, Hannah Gray church at McLemore and Flo- resentative
and active in the YWCA.
from this area.
Florida State Board of Parks Owens and W. 0. Mack, mem- narrator. Among those partici- Hirsch, Clarence Gray, Mar- rida streets on their fourth
Mrs. Dorothy Washington is
The prograni will be of one and director.
has been asked to publicize its bers of the faculty of Florida patine in the program were lene Gray, and Altoria Gray anniversary and a number of hour's duration.
Rev. E. L. Currie Is pastor of chairman of the observance,
new policy of non-discrimina- A&M University, along with Prof. S. C. Harris, principal of Farris, all of Brunswick, Tenn. other churches will participate.
Miss Rodgers will be acenm- First Baptist Brownsville, and,Eugene Hudson co-chairman,
tion in U.S. District Court by their families sought use of Mt. Pisgah High School; Prof. Still other were Beatrice
Rev. 0. F. Normon is host panied by Mrs. Jennie Brodnax Rev, W. S. Vance pastor emer- and Mrs. Raychelle Carhee
attorneys of the NAACP Legal Killearn Gardens Park near'W. I. Trotter, a retired princi- Gray Deener, Miriam Gray, pastor for the observance.
Vance, well-known teacher itus.
lchairman of publicity.
pal, and Mrs. Alzora Haste, a
Tallahassee.
Defense Fund.
Obediah Gray, Jr., Joseph
1111111111011
The request followed last' Park employees refused ad- retired teacher.
Gray Sr., Hilda Gray Massey,
era orsan amtv
z
week on the heels of a sweep- mission to the Negro families In a brief history of the
a aut.. MIN 11111111411111111
Peria Gray Jackson, Catherine
.rtiar saw assiamattSIMS
ing Legal Defense Fund Vic- and Dr. Owens was threatened family tree, read by Mr.BrazGray Cox, Alvin Gray, Florida
OM,-orryi
tory opening Florida's 56 pub-,with arrest. Later they were zle, it was revealed that Low
two aril
0111,1 • 1111111
lic parks and recreational allowed to enter the park, but Gray was born a slave in Vir- Gray Sparks, Theodosia Gray
Geraldine
Gray, Bobit was closed one month ahead ginia in 1826 and was brought Carter,
areas to Negroes.
emu
The District Court ruled that of schedule so as to avoid de- with his mother and five broth- bie Gray Long, Rudell Gray,
Edward
Gray
and
Sallie
FranFlorida must cease publication segregation.
ers to this section of Tennesces
Gray,
all
of
Memphis
and
and to remove "white" and
see by the Grays, his owners.
Velma Gray Cleaves of Eads,
"colored" signs near parks.
An apt boy, Lout Gray was
Tenn,
Know
Your
Negro History taught to read and write by
Mlegro exclusion from the
II!jority of Florida's public During the Civil W a r, the his mistress, Mrs. Gray; and THIRD GENERATION
parks, long and irritant, came Union had 161 regiments of Ne- by the time of the EmancipaIn the third generation there
to widespread attention during gro troops under arms,
lion, he was a young man who is one physician and seven
could read and write as well teachers. Of the third generation present were, Lorine Orr
as anyone.
It is evident that this back- Duckett, Jean Gray Harvey,
Floyd
C. Rogers, Geraldine
ground of learning was passed
"Country Church of Auvers." Gray Hunt, Mary Jean Sparks,
all of Memphis; and Marie
Evans Taylor of Brunswick,
Tenn.
cluafterto,,
COLUMBUS, OHIO (UPI)— Other relatives seen about
TouchdoW1511".
irdisme•••••••am
Police continued their inves- enjoying the festivities were,
in
Scott
and Raymoralti..
ATIC
tigation of one of the dirtiest Mrs. R. G. Venson, wife of the
s
Carver
an early lead, mt
crimes in the city's history. dentist, Mrs. Effie Flagg wife
a Wilbert Trigg to Houston
The Holzapfel Construction of the late Dr. R. L. Flagg,
Chaffin TD pass put Manassas 'crown. Co. reported that someone had Mrs. S. C. Harris, wife of the
made off with about 45 tons of principal of Mr. Pisgah High
a
8 A.M..6 P.M.
dirt from a school construc- School, Gus Washington, Rev.
•
Sat. at Sun. $1.25
and Mrs. George Harris, Mrs.
Monday
tion site.
•
at OW I A.M. to 6 rm.
Lu/a Gray and son, Frank
•
thru
lirau. Ow II AIL to 2 PAL
Gray, teacher at Douglas High
Others, Too
Friday
•
School; Miss Maurine HamMost everyone knows that mond, teacher at Geeter High
the most popular painting in School, Mrs, Suevella Horton,
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
the Louvre is the Mona Lisa. licensed practical nurse.
aas•••••••masammaassioss•a•momiE
Few can name the second most Some of the many friends
-——
-- —
popular. It's Vincent van Gogh's present on this occasion were
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NAACP Wins Desegregation
Suit For 56 Parks In Florida
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, SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :

Style 2857
Brown Oak:rood
and A llipator Grain
if:Owned Call

XL 2 Dr., NT., Fully Equipp, Power
and Air Cond

Yee, here's the chunky goodness you like. Only the finest
ofingredients were used and it's chock full of Brazil nun.
Jule the price was "shaved" so you could stock up on this
Ikettle-fresh favorite. Hurry!

The Nunn-'Bush rt
fit is the r
... extra hand
engines
Treat

1951,Fx°Toc,:z-TI.zre:f
1958

CADILLAC 4 Dr., Fully
Equipped

LINCOLN 4 Dr., H.
Fully Equipp. Power & Air

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT

OWOOLWORTH'S

$ 695
$1395
$1195
$1395
$1195
$1895
s 695
$ 695
s 295
$ 495

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8871
OPEN RITES

You'll wear Stary-Adams Shoes for
years — knoii Mg they're the finest you can buy. Fine
hand -craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxuriotta
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.

AsiEy!
..7/411:In

JONES.RAGLAND

99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

11111.11110

REMODELING
COME SEE

GRAND OPENING

REMODELING
ALL NEW

T

SUBURBAN DRUG Co.

Featuring your most important shopping
attractions, The dp-it-all-in-one-Stop Center.

FREE PRIZES

MISSISSIPPI AT McLEMORE

OCTOBER 8 9,1964

St
• '
By E

Even pay the Utility Bills and buy that
American Express, Money Order

THIS OPENING YOU CAN'T MISS-

See our New and Modern Pharmacy Where Quality Drugs are Dispensed with Professional Care Drugs for every need
We Sell American Express
Money Orders
We Collect Telephone Bills
and Utility Bills and Give
Free Delivery Service
for all Prescriptions

411
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LADIES for your needs
visit our Cosmetic
and Jewelry Department
We also feature a
complete Greeting Card line
EVERYONE INVITED
To our customers with every
Purchase One Entry
for a Valuable Electric Automatic
PORTABLE STEREO RECORD PLAYER
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would see cooks on rains
UB was en- these uniforms as they pass
at her Alston by near my home."
that he
•-;
•
When Adams left his Missis- kidney mal
to • .1 , ice-president presided in lieu of sippi home at the age of 23, hospitalized at Cr
ARTELLE TRIGG, who is on leave he came to Memphis. His first months.
at
After being released
this year. Also its initial meeting of the job was as a dish-washer
the New York Cafe, across the the hospital, he return
rs exchanged notes on the various vacation
street from the One-Minute his job. He worked two w
inns taken during the summer. Mentos or souVenirs gathered
Restaurant on Beale St. Both "But I felt to weak to do
by individuals on their trips were displayed and discussed. of them are no longer in exiswork. So, I took my doct
Highlight of the evening was the travelog and filmstrips tence.
advice and retired," explai
exhibited by MRS. FLARENCE F. BOLDEN, guest speaker
He worked at the New York Adams, who is 63.
Adams and his wife. Isabelri
for the meeting, who accompanied the group sponsored by Cafe eight months. In the
meantime
he learned to cook. whom he married here in
the Y.W.C.A. on the trip to the New York World's Fair this
summer. A very interesting report was given which was en- The manager told him he was Memphis in 1938, live at 515
to efficient to remain a dish- Pontotoc Ave.
joyed by all of the ladies, many of whom likewise traveled
Adams said "If ever I seek
washer.
to the Fair during their vacations.
After that Adams went to another job, it will be as a
The hostess served a very tasty menu prepared in a most work at another Cafe at the cook. That is all I have ever
attractive manner. Members present were: Mesdames H. S. corner of Second St. and Mad- done in my life. And I love
COLLINS. SR., A. HUNNICUTT. L. W. JONES. M. J. OWENS, 15en Ave., where there is a it."
L. H. TWIGG, T. H. WATKINS, G. W. WEST, and E. W.
•
WILSON.
• • •
THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
was the attractive setting for the initial meeting of the PHYLLIS WHEATLEY club, when hostess ISABELLE GREENLEE entertained in her usual gracious manner. The table in
the dining area was beautifully decorated and laden with
very delicious food.
Following the business session the ladies played several
literary games, and held a lively discussion of summer vacation trips. Prizes for winners in the literary games were
given the following guests: MISS A. HOWARD, MRS. ELLEN
SMITH, MRS. WILLETTE HUMPHREY, MRS. JENNIE TARPLEY, MRS. PHYLLIS WRIGHT. CLUB prize was won by
MISS EMMA CRITTENDEN. MRS. PHYLLIS WRIGHT received a prize for "best vacation talk."
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South Memphis,
Miss Mable Leake, daughter from Hernando's Central High
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Leake, school and served as president
at the same
Barges
of Hernando. Miss., was mar- of the 4-H club.
DeRkird.,„,y
ried to Robert Mitchell of Ath- WEDDING GUESTS
ens, Ga., on Saturday after- Present for the weeding were You neve
noon, Sept, 12, in the home of the bride's brother. Thomas expect ro,,in ized
Officials
her parents.
Mitchell: a sister and brotherOfficiating at the ceremony in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel barbecue 1 service,
of
Memcation
of
Cooper
was Rev. R.W.
Sims and son, all of Athens,
tion Area store.
phis and pastor of Evon Springs Ga.
Southwest?
Baptist church,
The groom is the son of M1.. Other out-of-town guests 7,500 show
• • •
were
Mr.
an
Mrs.
Oscar
Leake,
and Mrs. Robert Mitchell of
LES CHERES AMIES BRIDGE CLUB met at the beau- Athens, Ga., and the bride 13 Mrs. Estella Wilkerson, Mrs. ,.....
tiful home of MRS. LARCENIA CAIN on Effie Road with the grandaughter of Mrs. Vic.-Velma Sherman, Mrs. Caroline
'Broadie, Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
MRS. WINFREY FRANKLIN serving as hostess. Business toria Leake of Hernando.
Moss, Mrs. Esther Cleaves, Mr.
of importance was planning for payment of a lifetime mem- ' The bride was graduated last,
June from Mississippi Voca- and Mrs. Ed Oliver. Mrs. Madwith the NAACP.
lions]
tional college at Itta Bena, aline Burton, Mrs. Finnie
A very elaborate menu was served along with cock- Miss where she belonged to Mounger, Mrs. Luella Meritem
tails ... barmaid ... club member Franklin of course. Guests Delta.' Pi and Gamma Eta, was weather, Mrs. R. W. Cooper, !OTTow
000ticts
Maso
Brantly,
all
and
Mrs.
of
were MRS. ADDIE JONES and MRS. CALLIE L. STEVENS. a member of the college band
Handsome bathroom ensembles were the club prizes and the advisory board of the Memphis.
The couple left for Athens,
which went to Mrs. Ethel Isabel 1st, LORRAINE BRISTER, Student Union.
A biology major, she was a Ga., where the bride will teach
second, and MISS OPHELIA VAN PELT, third. Guest prize
Barney Harris High school
national
at
delegate to the 1963
was won by MRS. ADDIE JONES.
meeting of Tau Delta Sigma at and the groom will enter the
Club members present were MISS MARTHA FLOWERS,
University of Georgia for his
Arizona State college.
MESDAMES EMALYN ALLEN MYLES, GLADYS DEWITT, Mrs. Mitchell was graduated sophomore year.
ALMA HOLT, MARIDELLE ADAMS, BERNICE HARRIS.
MEMBERS OF JUGS. IIIC already have bigger and LOBES LEWIS.
more fabulous plans under way for their eleventh annual
An impressive array of edibles and potables had its place
living Ads Charity Ball, scheduled for Friday night, March in I he happy first session of the fall for this group of co5, 1965.
horts,
Pretty, personable SARAH CHANDLER, new president
The regular monthly meeting of the LeMoyne Club will
of the club, welcomed in her lovely Quinn Street home last be held this Sunday, Oct. 4, at 5 p.m. in the Alumni Room of
week, the bevy of renown young matrons, attending are the Hollis F. Price Library.
her behest .. .ANNE NELSON, GERRI LITTLE, NEDRA
MRS, ANN I, WEATHERS, president, said reports will
SMITH, HESTER MILLER, JOSEPHINE BRIDGES, PEARL be given on plans for an alumni play in November and a
GORDON MARIE BRADFORD, HELEN COOKE and DO- dance during the Christznas holidays.
The young t
FRES

Aity

LAM

SPECIAL
Swift's

ICE CREAM PARK LANE
1 2 Gal.
44' /
0

FAST DELIVERY AITYCHERE IN THE MY OF MEMPHIS
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DEFENDER

Page I I

TSU's Air And Ground Assault
.Stalls A&T 60-6 Before 6,000
at

•

By EARL S. CLANTON DI chargers were off and running tilt against
Morris Briiwn on
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The Ito the largest winning margin Saturday. Oct. 3, defensive
since 1956. That year the Big mentor Joe Gilliam, commentair and ground game clicked, Blues
won ten straight and ed. "This was the big one to
and Tennessee State swamped the national championship.
win. We hit them early and
a hapless North Caroline A. & A fired-up Tennessee State the quick 1 on g touchdowns
T 80 to 6 and broke a two- dominated the statistics, amas- took the life out of A SE T."
Charlie Powell capped a 35year tarheel jinx before 6,000 sing a total of 535 yards from
here in Memorial stadium last scrimmage for a new modern yard drive with an 8-yard scorrecord.
Fullback
Bowens
Gene
ing plunge. Johnny Robinson
Saturday night.
Freshmen Eldridge Dickey scampered for 130 yards on scored his second touchdown
ground.
the
Aggie
loss
The
opening the sec on d quarter,
threw three touchdown passes
in the first half and sopho- gave them a record 54-point and Willie Walker closed a
loss
margin.
72-yard
drive by hauling in an
more
quarterback
Howard
Findley supplied the ground "We can't say enough about 18-yard pass from Dickey. The
attack that accounted for 295 Billy Isabel)," Giiensive Coach drive was kept alive with a
Alvin Coleman beamed. "The 38-yard pass in interference
yards and four tallies.
Dickey opened the scoring big center anchored both the penalty that moved the ball
BASEBALL
with 4:56 left in the Ii rs t offense and defense all night. from the 44 to the IS, giving
The Defense Depot Memphis baseball
aguarter with a seven- yard With 60 points on the score- the Big Blues a 28 to 0 half..
team captured the Semi-Pro League
Wass to Johnny Robinson, cap- board, a coach can't do much time score.
Championship sponsored by the Memphis
ping a 31-yard drive in five crying."
BOWENS AND CARTER
Park Commission and was slated to play
P 1 a y s. Fleet-footed Nolan 'OFFENSE IMPROVED'
Eugene Bowens and substifor the state championship In Nashville
Smith set up the score with a "But we saw some mistakes tute halfback McArthur Carter
on last Sunday. Here Col. Shelby 1'. Gil24-yard punt return. Two that w ou Id cost us a ball scored two touchdowns each
minutes later Smith set up the game," he continued. "Along as Tennessee State ran t h e
Big Blues second touchdown with Isabella play, Co-captain'score up to astronomical fiAt the start of the fourth
with a 27-yard return.
Bill Reed impri:ive our line gums in the second half.
quarter, Carter caught a 58•
SET NEW RECORD
play. Our running ga.ile work- Bowens scored on a one-yard Yard touchdown pass from anDickey ft i pped to Willie ed tonight, whim shows ism plunge and a 30-yard sprint in other sophomore quarterback
Walker for the extra points offense is vastly improiied." the third quarter. Powell ran Craig Gilliam and Tennessee
and Coach John A Merritt's
Looking toward, Ow niriw two exrta points after the sec. !State led 54 to 0.
—
SCORES BY QUARTERS
ond touchdown. Carter made
the third period score 48 to O T S U
14 14 20 12 60
i
on a 32-yard dash.
0 0 0 6 6
A & T

SPORTS
HORIZON
By BILL LITTLP111111111111111.11.11

CHAMPIONS
lette, depot commander. Is presentedtrophirs by Joe Sharpe, left, assistant learn
manager, holding play-off trophy, and
Robert Mitchell, right, manager, display-ing league award. (Official DSA Photo).

HOEHN TRUCK CENTER

SPECIALS
1955 FORD Pickup /
1
2 Ton
1957 CHET Pickup /
1
2 Ton

$295
$795

MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM

Union at Lautiordalo

JA 7-7541

the

!I

SHOP
TONIGHT
'TIL I P.M.

CYE:S
have
it!

LITTLE JOE'S IN COLLEGE
Among the freshmen to enter Boston University's College
of Basic Studies this fall was Joe Louis Barrow, Jr., left,
son of the former world heavyweight champion Joe Louis,
seen here chatting with a classmate, Paul Quinn of Jamaica Plain, Mass. The champ's son plans to eventually
study law or business. He shares his father's enthusiasm
for golf, not the gloves, and was co-captain of his high
school's golf team In Chicago. t BC Photo Service).

We{

Imperial Fully Equipp. Including
Air Cond. Only 17,000 Actual Miles
Prestige Car-Medium Car Price

ribbed
double knit
costume

•

Only 52895"
CHUCK HUTTON CO.
1170

24.98

_

rer

Dark Eyes has
that special touch
of dryness that
makes it the
preferred vodka
in Memphis.
Light as a whisper.
Taste for yourself.

$2895"

1962 CHRY. CROWN

(over all other vodkas)

ghtweiglit

wool

n't costume

fakes on

double
new

glow with its own gleaming
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a.

UNION
276-4410
Soo Mr. Troy McRao

ma•ussommummonsommewenei
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•

lurex blouse ... the Chanel
satin, perfectly compliment-

neckline ... black with white
blouse is slzes 10 to 20 end 121/2 to 221/2
cranberri red with light pink bluse in sizes 10 to 20.

ing the flattering flip-tie

0

,

•

IS S. MAIN

•

Sat. or Sun. $1 25
Set. Open 6 AM, to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open 8 kM. to 2 P.M.

•

Friday

•

•

•
•
•

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru

▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•
a

3100 Summer at Baltic

RI•1111111.111810W1111111•101101110•••11•11&•Ile

MAIL, ORDERS: Add .nor postage plus 4% for Tomessr.! defter!, . . . allots .to daya for delivery.
LANGRES

•
•
•

•

BUDGET SHOP, third floor

GREAT
*A•
FAVORITE
IN MEMPHIS

1.

CAR WASH $

jacket is edged in matching

sis

Melrose and Carver came on the scoreboard, the Cobras
back with second half surges went into the dressing room at
as both elevens tuned up for halftime nursing a slim 13-7
their crucial clash Friday night margin.
at Melrose Stadium. The GoldScott intercepted a pass and
en Wildcats made it three scampered 45-yard to
score in
straight with a 40-7 romp over the third period
Larry StevenFather Bertrand. The Thund- son added
another when he
er bolts became the first team took in a 38-yard pass
from
to dent the Melrose end zone Robert Jones while
lying on
this season. Manassas threw his back in the end zone.
Raymore passes than Carver but mond
Jones re-injured a
the Cobras were in complete shoulder and didn't return
to
charge in a 27-13 victory.
the game after being helped
In other action Washington from the field in the second
won its first game after two quarter. It is not known
losses. The Warriors unleased whether the slippery
running
their track team backfield on halfback will start
against
three long touchdown runs to Melrose this week, however,
hand Douglas an 18.0 defeat. he is expected to be
available
The loss was the Red Devils' for some duly.
third in as many games. Lest- WARRIORS BAG SCALPS
er turned back a scrappy Mit- Washington sent the Slaughtchell Road team 6-3 last Satur- ers brothers, William and
Jim,
day night at Melrose Stadium on long touchdown jaunts
and
The Shelby Countians took a Napoleon Young on one of
in3-0 margin into the final termediate range in its victory
quarter.
over Douglass.
SECOND HALF STREAK
William Slaughter went 73Ricky Tate, up from junior yards with a punt for the
first
high, gave the high flying score in the second quarter.
Golden Wildcats the impetus Brother Jim dashed 45-yards
to turn the game with Bert- in the third stanza
behind
rand into a rout after taking some fine blocking to net six
the second half kick-off and points. Young, junior
high
sprinting 90-yards for a touch- sprint champion at Porter last
down on a left return that set season, skirted left end for 22the young speedster off to the yards to paydirt in the
fourth
races near midfield. That score quarter,
broke a close struggle wide GAMES THIS WEEK
open, pushing the count to 20Carver's bid for its first city
7. The Bertrand
defenses grid crown gets a severe test
rumbled under the ensuing Friday night with equally
attack by Melrose which dou- aspiring Melrose furnishing
bled the score.
the opposition. The Golden
Melrose countered early in Wildcats are seven points
the first quarter when Elbert favorites bee au se of their
Rich recovered a teammate's depth and well balanced atfumble in the end zone. Leroy tack. Robert Jones will have
Motton scored twice for Mel- to have a good night with his
rose, once on a 40-yard pass passes if the Cobras are to pull
from Bridgeforth and the final the big upset. Jones has avertouchdown of the night, a fine aged better than 25 passes at41-yard run. Bridgeforth pass- tempted in Carver's two wins
ed for his fifth score of the and three touchdowns. Howseason when he hooked up ever, that record is bettered
with Bobby Smith on a 65. by Hank Bridgeforth of Melyard heave. Roily poly Jim rose who has delivered five
Ward scored a 15-yard TD in touchdown passes in three
that productive third quarter. games.
Smith toed the conversions.
The annual Sertoma benefit
William Elmore passed to professional basketball game
halfback Bob Stephens to give pits the Boston Celtics, World
Bertrand a shortlived 7-6 lead Champions, against the St.
in the first quarter. Stephens Louis Hawks Tuesday October
took in the 14-yard pass for 6, at the auditorium. Fans
the score and subsequent toss will for the first time have an
for the extra point.
opportunity to watch the most
TASTE OF VENOM
valuabled player in the NBA
Carver scored 14 points in in action when the fabled dethe third quarter to gain a 27- fensive tita Bill Russell takes
7 advantage over Manassas. the floor. The Celtics line-up
Thereafter the Cobras seemed also will include: Sam and K.
content with containing the C. Jones, Tom Sanders, Will
Tigers the final 12 minutes. Naulls and Tom Heinsoln.
Manassas managed a fourth
Last year the Hawks dropquarter touchdown.
ped a close decision to the CinTouchdowns by Sylvester cinnati Royals. Led by Bob
Scott and Raymond Jones gave Petit, Hawks rooters expect
Carver an early lead, and after their favorites once again to
a Wilbert Trigg to Houston battle for the Western Division
Chaffin TD pass put Manassas crown.

A-1 USED CARS
FROM

524-41S1

HULL DOBBS

SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK
C. J. UPTON
PRESIDENT

BERNARD RILEY
GEN. MANAGER

POST TIME 8:00 P. M.
RACING THRU
OCT.21'

ADMiSSION
25c
c-vER‘f RACE

DAILY DOUBLE 1st &
PACE:

AC P.ES

'.-ZEE

MATINEE
EVERY SAT.
SORRY NO
MINORS

1:30 P.M.

PARKING

NIc.;HT! Y ExcryT
St

si.,NDAY

•

5 tvil:4. FROK47:7"
DONA NTOWN,
MEMPH

ATF.C.1

• • INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS
His

Big Q 10th & 11th Races

1961
1963
1962
1961
1961
1962
1957
1958
1958
1958

FORD 2 Dr. Sedan, R.H. 6 Cyl. Si,
Trans. Steal Buy
XL 2 Dr., UT., Fully Equipp, Power
and Air Coed
BUICK Cony', Like New
BUICK 4 Dr. Sedan
R. H., Autorn, V-8
BONNEVILLE Convt
Fully Equipp
FORD Cty Sedan 9 Pass, Fully
Equipped Power & Air
FORD Convt R. H. Autorn
New Top & Tires
CADILLAC 4 Dr., Fatly
Equipped
FORD 4 Dr. Sedan
R. H., 6 Cyl
LINCOLN 4 Dr., H. T.,
Fully Equipp. Power & Air

s 695
$1395
$2195
$1395
$2295
$1895
$ 695
$ 695
$ 295
$495

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company _
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8871
—
OPEN RITES

BLACK or
BROWN

S 3095
Stacy-Adams Shoes for
Fine
hand -craftsmanship ... rich styling
luxurious
You'll wear

years— knowing they're the finest you can buy.

leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting

comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.

J

. ...Tr
.
.1BEASLEY.JONES RAGL4ND

99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

Thousands Packed In Indecent' Homes Here
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SHACKS ON MAIN STREET
This substandard housing is located on a part of Main
Street in Memphis that is seldom seen by other than the
occupant of these houses. One resident has tried to

WISCONSIN COURT

brighten his outlook by planting flowers In pots on porch.
As high as 18 and 20 persons live in single dwelling.

When President Lyndon B.
Johnson signed the Housing
Act of 1964 early this month,
he told Members of Congress
and others present that: "I
believe that we have a commitment to assure every
American an opportunity to
live in a decent home, in a safe
and decent neighborhood.
And he added: "This bill carries forward our continuing efforts to eradicate slums and
blight in our cities to assure
decent housing for those least
able to find it - the poor,
the elderly, the severely handicapped - and those in our
rural areas: to help our communities grow in orderly directions and avoid future
blight and assure lasting

POVERTY ON MAIN
With school only open two weeks, a number of children are unable to go to classes
because of inadequate clothing. The young
girl here was out of school because her

parents could not buy shoes for her. The
bodies of her young brothers were covered
with sores, and they were not receiving
needed treatment at a clinic.

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cask You
Get$ 500.00
$/,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
S2,500.00
55.000 00

App,ox.
Mo.
Payments
S 12.90
$ 23.70
$ 34.50
$ 45.50
$ 56.20
S110.82

Hidden by factories, these apartments built to rent for
six dollars a month in 1928 have defied progress and
with little or no improvement since that time now bring

beauty."
To the casual traveler in
Memphis - the City of Good
Abode-the Bluff City appears
to have already cleared its
slums and erected homes for
those who fall in to the category described as needing rescue from slum housing as outlined in the recent Housing
Act.
IN HUMANE DWELLINGS
But one step off the beaten path in Memphis is enough
to reveal that thousands of Negroes in the Bluff City are living in homes which would be
condemned by Humane Society
if the occupants were to be
replaced by animals.
$

$$

their owners $27.50 per apartment, or $110 monthly from
each four-unit dwelling.

torn down years ago if it were have no answer on where they
not for the fact that they are will go tomorrow.
owned by rich people whose
influence keeps them standing.
FOR SALE
TWO IMPROVEMENTS
"The only improvement that Jeeps $64.50, boats $6.18.
has been made since these typewriters $4.15, airplanes
buildings were put up is that $72.20, autos, farm tractor
gas has been installed and the and many others too flume
toilets have been brought in- ous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For comside," he explained.
On the section of Main street plete directory where to buy
that is rarely seen or traveled, in your state; send $1.00 CIT
homes are in no better condi- $1.75 for national directory to
tion. In some two-room apart- BLAKETAG SURPLUS
ments-with no real bath - it P.O. Box 223, Memphis,
was discovered that as high as Tenn., 38101.
17 people live together and

On Wisconsin Court, a reporter for this newspaper
found families living in dwellings which in most cities have
long given way to the bulldozers.
Row after row of the frame
houses were thrown up back
in 1928 and at the time rented for $6.00 a month. There
re four apartments to each
house, with two rooms and
what might be called a kitchen.
Said one occupant who has
been living in one of the apartments since 1932, "These
buildings,- would have been

$$$ $$$$

CALL ME
If you hav• a job, 21 yisor• of
age or over, n••cl a good used
car or truck. Icon financ• you.
put money In your pocket. Coll
regardless of past misfortune.
All applications quick & confidential. Ask for FREE cr•dlt
check and ride the sam• day.
175 cars to choose from.
Call and ask for no one but
GENE WILDAR
Day-IA.7-4471 Hahn Ch•v. Co.
Mit•'523.1411 370 Union Aro.

Apts. For Rent

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

0 $$$$$$$$$ $05$

Salesmen
and
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
an the dollar.
THE
236 South Welkngton Street
Mamplits. Tenn.

Be Wise! Choose

A SHAMEFUL SIGHT
shown in this photograph
houses on Kansas Street,
porches hid from camera.
horse-drawn junk wagon

gives the impression that complete setting
is of another era. However, it is Memphis,
1964.

For Sale Misc.
FOR SALE, Jeeps 564.50. boats
typewriters $4.15, airplanes $72
autos, farm tractors, and many oil°
too numerous to mention. Direct In
U.S, Government. For complete directory where to buy in your state, send
$1.00. or 51.75 for national directory
to Blak etas Surplus, P.O. Box 22.1.
Memphis. '1 enn., 38101.

Air -Ocean

CALL ME
and
If you have • Job, 21 years of age or
over, need a good uaed car or truck.
Surface
Freight
/ can finance you, put money In your
pocket. Call regardless a past nitsROAD
HORNLAKE
5108
fOrtunes. All applications quick & confidential. Ask for FREE credit check
and ride the same day. 175 cars to
MEMPHIS,
TENN.
choose from.
398-1068
Call and ask for no one but
GENE WILDAR
,Doe JA. 7-4471
Hahn Chen CO
371/ Union Ave.,
Ilelte 523-1411

12 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

$ $ _$ $ $ $

WE SPECIALIZE IN GOOD
276-4418
1170 Union
See Mr. Dick Tracey

SOLID CARS
THE KIND YOU CAN RIDE
AND DRIVE IN COMFORT

OPENING 20 new &flees In Tenn..'
need 20 men over 21 with car torn
management positions to those whoi
qualify. We of(or salary, overwrite.,
renewala, commissions and expense owcount. Send resume including phone'
number to:
Mt. R. L. Cheatham, P. 0. Box 3214.1
Nashville, Tenn.

Ten, yon cannot fall be learn
sbortnsod the tbilekrite way. It
doesn't matter If you've tried
other synlems before and given
op. This
/It
Coarse
guarantees 70511 learn up to 120
worth-per-minute
of QuickrIte
shorthand is 10 data. Ask ahont
other colones. Free catalog. %rite
or phone 272-2320.
I.•I I ED TRA IN ING SEINY IcE
P.O. Box 11308
Memphis, Tenn. Dept. T. 11.

444
UNION

CHUCK HUTTON CO.

CAREER

Now Tan Can Minder
8llllltT HAND
la 10 Day.

UNION AUTO SALES

Super 88, 4 Dr., H.T.
Fully Equipped Air Conditioned,
Low Miles, One Owner

Import - Export

$ $ $ $

State Saving. Bank

To avoid being
of substandard
women on the
Appearance of

TWO FURN. ROOMS $6 & $7 WE.
Single man or working woman. Use
of utilities * telephone. Can arrange
to a person on welfare or retired or
mo.. cheaper. Between Crump Blvd. &
Bkr. T. Hi. Schl. No. 4 or 8 (Walker)
Bus Line. 547 Dutro. JA 6-0176.
-

Convert Gooc's To
Cash In A

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES- ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

MAIDS, QUAIL GOOD NEW YORE
LIVE-IN JOBS. $35-55 PER WE
FARE ADVANCED.
HAROLD EMPLOY MENT *GEM 1
BOX 21
LYNBROOK. N. Y.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Rent A
NEW HAMMOND PIANO
with free lessons.

PEST

Houses For Sale
10"

Got a home you want to eel'
150555 IN BEAU' BRING THE JOY OF MUSIC
HAMMOND ORGAN
OWN Garden.
Lakewood
No money
11(01 r°r:R
an apartment you want to rent,
TO YOUR HOME
STUDIOS
down. Low rates. Call Mohundro Penor a ear for sale? Do you need
ny
Realty
company.
•
357-1543
. 35S- Rent A Hammond Spinet Piano
Ph.
662-1653
or
272-1691
job?
1143 or 357-2775.
$10 Monthly With Free Lessons.
The Tri-State Defender can
HAMMOND ORGAN
put the buyer in your lap in
STUDIOS
almost nothing flat.
Phone 662-1653 ar 272-1691
It matters not what you want
Jobe waiting M.5M Agcy. 210 Post
to sell, the Tri-State Defender. MAIDS - N.Y. - to $65 wk. Ticket, wont
Ave. Westbury. N.Y.
Pan bell) you convert the mer-1
ehandise into cold, green cash.!
For a special time, the Tri-I
BARBET; LAKE
State Deemer is offering a
service to persons who want to
Fish All Day for SOc
sell goods or services through
Horse Back Riding
want ads.
$1.50 an hour - 20 min. soe
The minimum price is 50
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
cents for two lines a week.
Horse Baer Riding In The
SUITS
• O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
Take advantage of the TSD's
Union Auto Sales 444 Union: reduced
Ring for Children - 10c
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
rates by calling Mrs.
:41.11111111.1111.111111111.111111111.111114.1 Velma Hal st 526-6397 or 59/4Miniature Golf Course
MONEY LOANED
8308.
18 Holes - 10c
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

Buy Bonds

I

526-1856

LOAN

FFICEJ

Picnic Grounds With
Recording Music
510.01 and up

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

INSR/81.810781110 C011PillY. CIa 1015 CITY. ittmoto 117111117. 86 71001

GRA KWIC, tv

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype
operators,
proofreaders and Doormen. Only experienced personnel shouln an.
ply, Wills, Personnel Dept. c
Chic 1") Defvrider, 2400 S.
Michiga., Ave., Clucagu

This
isThe Sure One
America's number one choice for 16
consecutive years.Say Seagram's and be Sure

Hudson and Hilda Barbee
Owners and Managers
6108 Horn Lake Road
398-1068

Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

FEMALE HE
WANTF.D
Attractive, intelligent, shirt reprinter
atha for Chicago agency. 17 No.1
hate Illt.. Suit. 1320. Chicago 2. III.

162-184-11S BELLE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

JA 6-1450
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